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Abstract
Traditional deterministic aeroelastic design approaches use safety
factors and worst-case design scenarios to account for uncertainties and
consequently designs are produced which are either conservative
(inefficient and overcompensated) or unknowingly dangerous. In order
to address the shortcomings of the deterministic approaches, three key
challenges must be met: first, to decide upon the relevant uncertainty
model, second, the development of methodologies that incorporate these
uncertainties and finally, robust optimisation of aeroelastic systems.
Development of the uncertainty quantification and robust optimum
design approaches by including uncertainties are the objectives in the
present research work. This research exploits the Polynomial Chaos
Expansion (PCE) to develop probabilistic aeroelastic models that
include the Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs) of all uncertain
parameters and the uncertainty quantification of the aeroelastic stability
and response. An interval Analysis (IA) approach is also presented for
the case of bounded-but-uncertain parameters. As a special case, IA is
extended to account for the uncertain parameters, which are defined
with PDFs.
The capabilities of these methodologies are utilised in the context of the
design robustness by highlighting the impact of uncertainties in the
design parameters for single and multi-objective design optimisation
problems.
The PCE approach for the prediction of aeroelastic stability is
demonstrated on an idealised flat plate wing model, the Goland wing
and a morerealistic full-scale FE composite wing model. An excellent
agreement with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) results is obtained but
with much less computational time.
The effect of matrix cracking, with various amountsof crack density, on
the aeroelastic stability of the full-scale FE aircraft composite wing is
demonstrated and a 2-D PCE model, which has structural and damage
parameters uncertainties is also presented for the flutter speed PDF.
Finally, the PCE approachis used to predict the uncertain boundsofthe
Frequency Response Function (FRF) of a FE beam model andthe full-
scale FE aircraft composite wing model; the results show that the
approachis accurate andefficient.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Aeroelasticity is the science which addresses the interaction of the
aerodynamic, elastic and inertia forces, and the influence of this
interaction on the aircraft design and performance[1]. Interactions of the
said forces give rise to the various phenomena such as flutter and
divergence, which indicate the onset of dynamic andstatic instabilities
of the structure respectively. The aeroelastic response due to gust and
manoeuvresis also important as this determines the sizing ofthe aircraft
structures.
It is a well-known fact that the structural properties are uncertain and no
two of the same structures are identical. For example, the material
properties, laminate thickness and laminate fibre orientation angle due
to the manufacturing limitations, resulting in the uncertain aeroelastic
stability. Furthermore, the matrix cracking[2, 3], moisture absorption[4,
5] or the fibre breakage[4] due to the excessive and/ or fatigue loads can
increase the stability uncertainty considerably.
The traditional deterministic design approaches ignore these structural
and damage parameter uncertainties and adopt the safety factor and
worst-case design scenarios principles in order to account for these
uncertainties. Although with the aeroelastic tailoring approach, the
composite designs are optimised, but potentially these designs can be
sensitive to the uncertainties making them not only vulnerable but also
their ability of robustness (an ability to be insensitive to a small
uncertainty) a questionable. Similarly, the conservative designs
produced from the deterministic design approaches can be inefficient
and the uncertainties in these designs are overcompensatedfor.
The goal of the present research is to develop efficient and accurate
design approaches which can incorporate these uncertainties, predict
their effects, and explore robust optimum aeroelastic designs. Two
methodologies, namely the Polynomial Chaos Expansion Method (PCE)
and the Interval Analysis (probabilistic and non-probabilistic) have been
explored to predict the bounds on the flutter/divergence speed and root
bending moment due to gusts under uncertainty. The PCE approach has
been applied for the first time in the aeroelastic field.
Furthermore, the two new approaches to predict the robust optimum
designs for single and multi-objective aeroelastic optimisation problems
utilizing the PCE and Interval Analysis approaches based on the Robust
Pareto solution have been presented.
The damage due to the matrix cracks and the fibre breakage is
incorporated into a full-scale FE aircraft composite wing modelto study
its effects on the aeroelastic stability and response. A new concept, in
which the matrix crack density in the composite structure is dealt with
in a probabilistic manner along with the structural parameter
uncertainties, has been presented.
Finally, the present proposed methodologies provide a way to
understand the aeroelastic stability and response variations due to the
uncertainties, and then offer a solution to predict the robust optimum
design performance of which is better(with less probability of failure
and/or least sensitive to the small changes) compared with the
deterministic optimum design.
Chapter 2 contains a literature review of aeroelasticity, aeroelastic
tailoring, uncertainty modelling, robust design and damage.
Chapter 3 begins with the development of the aeroelastic and aero-
servo-elastic models of an idealised rectangular composite wing. In the
aeroelastic models, the Rayleigh-Ritz energy principles are adopted to
model the structure whereas the unsteady aerodynamic models (with
constant or frequency dependent aerodynamics) are derived using a
modified strip theory approach via the torsional velocity term. Making
use of the Lagrange’s equation by considering the incremental work
doneoverthe entire wing dueto the lift and the pitching moment (about
the flexural axis) eventually yields the mathematical models. The ‘P-
K’ frequency matching method, is adopted when aerodynamic modelis
frequency dependent whereas in an aero-servo-elastic model the gust
response (i.e. minimise the root bending moment) is controlled in an
active mannerby using the wingaileron.
In chapter 4, Binary Genetic Algorithm (BGA) and Particle Swarm
Optimisation (PSO) approaches are adopted for the aeroelastic tailoring
of the composite wing. Three types of optimisation problems are
defined to find the optimum fibre orientation angles: 1) Maximisation of
the flutter/divergence speed: 2) Minimisation of the root bending
momentcaused by a gust in a passive manner: 3) Maximisation of the
flutter/divergence speed and minimisation of the root bending moment
caused due to gust- a multi objective problem.
In chapter 5, two approaches are explored to predict the bounds on
aeroelastic stability and response: 1) Polynomial Chaos Expansion
Method(PCE): 2) Interval Analysis (probabilistic and non-probabilistic)
Approach. Twosolutions of the PCE Method, PCE-Regression and
PCE-Statistically Averaging Method (SAM) concepts, are presented.
These approachesare applied on various types of the wing models to
predict the bounds on the Flutter/ Divergence Speed and variation in
Root Bending Moment arising due to “l-Cosine” discrete gust by
considering uncertainties in material properties, fibre angle and
thickness. Finally, the PCE approachis tested to predict the uncertainty
bounds of the Frequency Response Function of the FE beam model and
the full-scale FE aircraft composite wing model, and an excellent
agreement with MCSis obtained with much less computational time.
In chapter 6, two criteria for the robust design are presented; first when
PDFofresponse is available (for example from PCE approach) and in
second case when only upper and lower bounds are known (for example
from non-probabilistic interval analysis approach). Furthermore, PDF
estimates predicted by PCE (due to structural parameters) and upper
and lower bounds from the non-probabilistic interval analysis approach
are then utilized to predict the robust optimum design of the composite
plate wing model against some design flutter and gust requirements.
In chapter 7, the effect of damage( defined via Talreja[2] and self-
consistent[3] models) on the flutter speed, gust response against ‘1-
cosine’ discrete gusts, and the static wing bending deflection and wing
twist at a particular flight condition are predicted and compared with an
undamaged case.
Finally, Chapter 8 contains conclusions of the research carried out, as
well as ideas of future work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an introduction to the background material and
current state of the art to a number of following areas relevant to this
thesis.
e Aeroelasticity and Aeroelastic Modelling
e Aeroelastic Tailoring
e Uncertainty Theories and Modelling
e Robust Design Criteria
e Damage and Damage Models
Each section contains brief topic description, their current modelling
approachesand applications in the aeroelastic fields.
2.2 Aeroelasticity and Aeroelastic Modelling
Aeroelasticity is the science which addresses the interaction of the
aerodynamic, elastic and inertia forces, and the influence of this
interaction on the aircraft design and performance[1]. Interaction of
various forces andinstabilities are highlighted in the Collar’s aeroelastic
triangle (see Figure 2.1).
In dynamic aeroelasticity, flutter is the critical phenomenon[1, 6-8],
which is catastrophic and undesirable. At the flutter speed, violent
unstable vibration occurs resulting in the structural failure. Flutter
phenomenonoccurs dueto the interaction of two modes, often predicted
from the v-g and v-@ plots as shownin Figure 2.2.
In static aeroelasticity, the forces acting on and the resulting motion of
the flexible aircraft are considered time independent. Critical static
aeroelastic phenomena are divergence and control reversal[1]. At the
divergence speed, the structural stiffness is not enough to sustain the
further aerodynamic load or momentand causesthestructure to fail. At
the control reversal speed, pitching moments generated due to the wing
incidence and control surface rotation angles are exactly equal
cancelling each other effect making the aileron ineffective. At speeds
near to the reversal speed, the aircraft response is either very slow, or
notat all, and beyond this speed the opposite response is obtained[1].
Atmospheric turbulence but also gusts and manoeuvres can cause
extreme loading and consequently affect the wing fatigue life due to the
additional bending momentgenerated at the root while the induced drag
resulting from the aeroelastic shape taken up by wing at the specific
flight conditions can influence the aircraft performance or the fuel
efficiency[1].
The aeroelastic models required to predict flutter/ divergence speed,
gust response or wing aeroelastic shape consist of structural as well as
aerodynamic models of various levels of sophistications. Some
examples are reviewed in the remainingpart of this section.
For vibration tailoring of the composite lifting surfaces, Weisshaar [9]
presented the beam and plate models which are characterised by
bendingstiffness E/, torsional stiffness GJ and bend-torsionalstiffness
K parameters. In the plate model, the chord-wise rigidity is assumed
meaningthat stiff and closely spaced ribs are present within the wing.
In both the models, infinite stiff vertical shear webs are assumed, which
meansthat the box beam and plate models are composed oftworigidly
attached plates. A beam finite element was developed incorporating
these stiffness parameters to predict the free vibration analysis.
Librescu [10]assumed a simple, anisotropic thin-walled beam model to
study the aeroelastic lift distribution and the divergence instability of
the forward- swept composite wing. The model incorporates anisotropy
of the material, transverse shear deformation and warping effects.
Moreover, in his model, wing at the root was considered fully restrained
against the rigid body motion.
In[11], the laminate plate theory[12] is utilized to calculate the plate
stiffness parameters while Rayleigh-Ritz assumed mode shape method
is adopted to investigate the effect of stiffness coupling on the
aeroelastic flutter and divergence speed of the composite wing idealised
as a cantilever plate model. The unsteady, incompressible two-
dimensional aerodynamic theory was assumed and the harmonic
sinusoidal aerodynamic forces resulting from the pressure distribution
(per unit area) produced the aerodynamic matrix of their aeroelastic
model.
Lotatti [13] analytically investigated the flutter and divergence speed of
a cantilevered, composite, forward swept rectangular wing, for various
values of the bend-torsion coupling terms. In his work, the box beam
stiffness characteristics were identical to the ref[9], while aerodynamic
model assumed the two-dimensional unsteady aerodynamicstrip theory.
The wing model can also be developed with the FE technique[14-16].
Various researchers have employed the said modelling technique to
study the composite plates/structures vibrational and aeroelastic
phenomena[17-20].
In 1980’s, the swept forward wing designs [13, 19, 20]were explored by
using the composite materials. The research was mainly motivated to
exploit the bend-torsion coupling terms provided by these materials.
Later, the double-swept isotropic and composite wings designs (without
sacrificing wing aerodynamic benefits) were also explored. In their
aeroelastic model, FE technique was used to model the structure whilst
the doublet point method was adopted to model the aerodynamics[21].
They found that by optimising the sweptback angle of the inboard wing,
flutter and divergence speedsof the isotropic wings could be increased,
while for the composite wing, the bend-torsion coupling terms have
shown somesuccess.
Some researchers[22, 23] have investigated gust or turbulence as a
design criterion for the wing structures. For example, the double-
wedged airfoil and supersonic wing structures were optimised under the
gust loads constraints [22]. In both the studied examples, the objective
was to find the minimum weight design such that value of stress in the
wing remains within the prescribed range. Formulated non-linear
constraint optimisation problems were then solved by using the finite
element andinterior penalty function methods.
The Root Bending Moment (RBM)caused by the gust can be alleviated
in a passive or an active manner. In the passive approach, either by
adopting a passive device [24] or controlling/adjusting the fibre
orientation angles [25, 26]in the wing, alleviation of the RBM can be
achieved. In these approaches, the RBM is minimised to some or
desired extent but with the reduction of the flutter speed. In the active
approach, which now becomes an Aero-Servo-Elastic (ASE) problem,
wing aileron can be engaged to minimise the RBM due to gust. ASE
approach requires designing ofa controller for the control surface angle.
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The simplistic approach for the controller may assume the control
surface demand angle proportional to the wing deflection and
velocity(which can be obtained by attaching a sensor in the wing)[1].
Nevertheless, RBM along with the in-flight loads caused due to the
manoeuvresis often critical design load for the wing design.
2.2.1 Summary on Aeroelasticity, modelling and
Application
1. Interactions of aerodynamic, inertial and elastic forces give rise
to static and dynamic aeroelastic phenomena, which are
catastrophic and undesirable. In dynamics aeroelasticity, flutter
is the key instability while divergence and aileron reversal are
the main static instabilities.
Z.. Gust or turbulence causes additional RBM, which can be
alleviated by adopting the passive and active approaches.In the
passive method,either a passive device or adjusting the fibres in
the wing, RBM can be minimised. In the active approach, wing
aileron can be used to minimise the RBM.
3. The induced drag resulting from the aeroelastic wing shape can
influence the aircraft performance andfuelefficiency.
4. Composite materials, due to the bend-torsion coupling terms,
can provide flexibility in the aeroelastic designs and in 1980’s
were explored for the forward-swept wing designs and now
being increasingly used in the aerospace industries.
5. Mostly aeroelastic design approaches are the deterministic one
and do not include the structural and damage parameter
uncertainties. \
2.3 Aeroelastic Tailoring and Application
The work here first examines the resizing principle, a traditional
approach ofincreasingthe flutter speed. In this approach, the mass and
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stiffness of the wing/tail plane panels or mass distribution within the
panels is changed. A study adopting this approach was conducted
against the strength and flutter constraints to obtain the near-minimum-
weight designs of the metallic and composite wings [27]. Particularly
for the composite wing design, a 30% increase in the flutter speed was
set as an objective after meeting the strength requirements. The wing
panel thicknesses were then iteratively varied and finally, with a 4%
increase in weight compared with the original strength based wing
design, the required increase in the flutter speed was achieved.
Similarly, it has also been shownin [1, 28] that by attaching a mass on
the leading edge, the flutter speed can be increased.
Aeroelastic tailoring is a rich and well-investigated field and has been
defined as [29]
“Aeroelastic tailoring is the embodimentofdirectionalstiffness into an
aircraft structural design to control aeroelastic deformation, static or
dynamic, in such a fashion asto affect the aerodynamic and structural
performance ofthat aircraft in a beneficial way”
Aeroelastic tailoring approach, using fibre lay-up orientation to control
the stiffness cross-coupling terms[30], can provide an alternate solution
againstthe traditional resizing principle to increase the flutter speed and
initially brought in to overcomethe divergence problems of the forward
swept wings. In either of the approaches, the objective is the same i.e.
to control the bending and twisting response in the favourable and
beneficial manner.
Effect on the static aeroelastic phenomena, such as the divergence
speed, change in the centre of pressure and theaileron effectiveness, by
varying the fibre orientation angles, was studied for the forward and
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sweptback wings[19]. The wings with aspect ratio of 6 and 25 were
studied in this regard and it was shown that fibre-tailoring approach
improved the divergence speed at a certain level and the rest was
achieved at the cost of weight. An aero-isoclinic condition (a condition
defined with when wing flex without any change in the centre of
pressure and winglift curve slope compared with its rigid wing) could
be achieved with the aeroelastic tailoring approach not only for the
forward but also for the sweptback wings[19]. Such a condition can
affect the longitudinal aircraft stability (due to change in lift centre of
pressure) and wing root stresses (due to change in moment arm of the
lift). Furthermore, they demonstrated that aileron effectiveness for the
forward swept wing could be enhanced considerably by aligning the
fibres towards forward direction from the reference axis (see Figure 2.3
where ‘0’ is approximately 125°).
In[31], reduction in the induced drag was demonstrated by using both
the aeroelastic tailoring approach and adaptive control surface. The
spanwiselift distributions of the wing at high speed, where it was found
that the aeroelastic effects were substantial, were reshaped by adjusting
the fibre orientation angles to reduce the induced drag. A control
surface wasalso utilised, of which a small input could further provide
desired reduction in the induced drag. However, they also found that at
somespeeds, the controller became ineffective.
Coupled deflection shapes of the wing, which make the wing design
either washout or wash-in design (see Figure 2.4), can also be produced
by adopting the aeroelastic tailoring approach. Wash-out designs are the
one, which decrease the wing effective angle of attack with upward
heave, whereas wash-in designs increase the wing effective angle of
attack[29].
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In [32], the aeroelastic tailoring approach was applied to the aerobatic
composite wing design and it was demonstrated that a 30% increase in
the flutter speed and a significant decrease in the weight was possible
compared with the metallic wing by optimising the wing skins and spars
webs.
| Aeroelastic Tailoring approach for the high-aspect-ratio (=14) aft-swept
wing was explored [33]and it was shownthat the advantage of the bend-
torsion coupling terms were minimal while torsional stiffness was the
most influencing factor for increasing the flutter speed.,
Recently, an investigation of the aeroelastic tailoring approach has been
conducted on the swept and geometrically tapered wings[18]. For the
case of a non-swept uniform wing design, the bend-twist coupling
rigidity contributed significantly to increase the flutter speed. The other
finding was that the bend-torsion coupling effect was negligible on the
flutter speed of the swept and geometrically tapered wings while torsion
stiffness was the significant contributing factor. It was also emphasized
that, for the case of swept and mass and geometrically tapered wing
designs, simplified optimisation problem could be formulated by simply
maximizing the torsion stiffness rather than optimising the complicated
flutter speed problem.
In a further study, the aeroelastic tailoring approach to design the
composite wing [34] against strength, flutter speed, divergence speed,
vertical deflection and wing tip twist constraints was investigated.
Rayleigh-Ritz energy principle and Vortices Lattice Method (VLM)
were employed to formulate the structural and aerodynamic matrices of
the wing respectively; and Tsai-Wu failure criterion was considered to
indentify failure in the ply.
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2.3.1
iF
Summaryon Aeroelastic Tailoring
Aeroelastic tailoring is a passive approach in which after
adjusting the fibre orientation angles in the composite wings, the
aeroelastic stability and response can be improved.
Such approach provides an alternate solution to the traditional
method of resizing in which increase in the flutter speed is
achieved by the addition of mass or changing its distribution
and/or changing the local structural stiffness values. For
example, attaching a mass on the leading edge of the wing, the
flutter speed is increased dueto the shifting of mass axis towards
the leading edge. Similar effects can be achieved by adjusting
the fibre orientation angles at the beginning of the design
processto increase the flutter speed.
Reduction in the induced drag by reshaping the lift curve
distribution or optimising the gust response can be achieved via
employing the aeroelastic tailoring approach. However, such
approach cannot always provide a solution at all speeds, which
maybe possible by using the adaptive control surface.
An aero-isoclinic condition (a condition that is defined with no
change in the centre of pressure and wing lift curve slope
compared with its rigid wing counterpart when wingis allowed
to flex) can be achieved from aeroelastic tailoring for both
forward and sweptback wings. Variation in the centre of
pressure changes the aircraft longitudinal stability and in turn
changes the root bending moment(due to the change in moment
arm).
For high aspect ratio wings or geometrically tapered wings, the
effect of the bend-torsion coupling term is negligible and the
torsion stiffness term is the key contributing factor influencing
upon the flutter speed.
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2.4 Modelling of Uncertainty
Deterministic approaches, by using safety factors and worst-case design
scenarios principles to account for uncertainty, are often applied for the
design and analysis of the composite structures and consequently
produce conservative or unknowingly dangerous designs[35]. Hence, by
adopting this approach, uncertainty inherent almost in every design and
analysis approach is considered just intuitively. Measurements and
observations, however, clearly show their random characteristics. For
example, consider a mass-produced fibrous composite part, and due to
manufacturing variability, these parts are never identical. The fibre
used to manufacture these parts also has variability in the mechanical
properties (Young’s and shear modulus etc.). It is also a well-known
fact that these composite structures tend to absorb moisture
(environmental effects[4, 5]), often matrix cracks occur[2-4] and
sometimes fibre breakage occurs due to the excessive load and/or
fatigue.
These uncertainties can influence significantly the design and analysis
process and consequently poses following three key challenges
1. The types of input uncertain models to be chosen( PDF or with
small or large value interval bounds)
Dn Approachesfor the uncertainty propagation
3, Robustness underuncertainties
Various uncertainty theories are available in the literature[36-41] and
broadly classified as either probabilistic or non-probabilistic. Such
classification is often made because of available information of the
uncertain data, for example, if probability density function (PDF) of the
uncertain variable(s) is known then probability theory can be applied.
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For the cases when data information is imprecise or scarce, and only
bounds of uncertain parameters are known, then non-probabilistic
theory can be a choice. Under severe uncertainty, information gap
theory is applied[37].
Two approaches are reviewed and presented in the thesis, Polynomial
Chaos Expansion (PCE) - a probabilistic approach and Interval
Analysis- a non-probabilistic approach (as a special case it has been
extended to the probabilistic manner).
Probabilistic PCE approach is preferred over other probabilistic
methods such as perturbation technique because perturbation method,
while predicting the overall response of the system, usually adopt only
the first order Taylor series expansion of uncertain parameters as
calculation ofthe higher order terms are computationally inefficient. On
the other hand, the PCE approach utilise the orthogonal structure of the
polynomials along with higher order terms for efficiently quantifying
the uncertainty of the response. Moreover, it is also known that with
large variation in uncertain parameters the accuracy of the perturbation
model is somewhat compromised whereas in PCE approach,the effects
due to large variation can be efficiently captured with the higher order
polynomial terms. Furthermore, the inclusion of interaction terms of
uncertain parameters in PCE may provide someinsight if there is an
interaction of the uncertain parameters exist and consequently might
affect the overall response of the system.
Uncertainty representation and propagation via PCE
Polynomial chaos is an approach that exploits a polynomial based
stochastic space for the uncertainty representation and propagation
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defined with the PDFs. Norbert Weiner [42], first introduced this
concept by representing the irregularities of the process ( such as
Brownian motion of the pollen particles on the surface of water) with
homogenouschaos.
Ghanem and Spanos [43, 44] proposed a convergent series for the
definition of the Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) in the form
ioe) 2 il
UG)=alyt 2 aTOns 2% anh05,0 d+
il=1 il=1 i2=1 (2.1)
oO il i2
ay oo yo Tinias35° 50) 8,0 M+
in which {é,,(6)}° denotes a set of independent standard Gaussian
random variables and ru @ JeceseseeEi (0 )| is a set of multidimensional
Hermite polynomials of order p, ajy........ aj, are deterministic
coefficients and @ is used to represent the randomness.
The shape of the represented PDF of any type of the input uncertain
variable is created in the stochastic space with polynomials and if input
uncertain random variable is Gaussian, then Hermite polynomials with
first two terms are used. For the other types of uncertain random
variables [45]see Table 5.1.
The response model, analogous to the input uncertain random variable
models, can be defined with the same polynomials but with the
inclusion of the higher order terms in order to capture the non-Gaussian
response. Such higher-order PCE representation of the uncertainty is
computationally efficient compared with the perturbation-based
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methods (which usually use the first-order terms because calculation of
the higher-order terms are computationally inefficient)[46].
The uncertainty propagation can be made with the sample or non-
sample based approaches. In the sample-based approach, samples for
the input uncertain are generated, and the regression analysis
approach[47] can be adopted to build the response model by solving the
simultaneous equations. On the other hand, the Galerkin projection
method can be utilised to build the output response model, but such an
approach leads to a mathematically complicated systems of the
equations to be solved. The other disadvantage of using Galerkin
projection methodis that it requires modifying the deterministic codes,
which are already validated and tested and does not remain an attractive
option for the industry.
Uncertainty representation and propagation via IA
Wheninformation is imprecise or scarce, an uncertain variable is often
defined with an interval, and can be thought of as a new kind ofa real
number, represented by the pair of the numbers also called as its
endpoints[40].
The end points of an uncertain variable, X, often denoted as X (lower
value of X) and X (upper value of X) and in the interval notation can be
written as[39, 40]
X= [X.X] (2.2)
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(X+X)
2
 The midpoint of an interval can be written as m(X) =
In[48], a concept is presented by combining the first order perturbation
and interval mathematics to estimate the upper and lower boundsof the
dynamic response. The same dynamic response problem was also
handled in a probabilistic manner and it was found that interval
approach predicted the larger bounds on the response compared with the
probabilistic approach.
A comparison waspresented between non-probabilistic interval analysis
and probabilistic approach while studying the effects of bounded-but-
uncertain parameters on the dynamic response of the system[49]. A
simplified difference scheme was utilised to predict the first order
derivative of mass, stiffness, damping and force matrices by perturbing
the nominal values of the structural parameters by a very small values.
They found that tighter bounds on the dynamic responses were
produced by the probabilistic approach compared with the non-
probabilistic approach[49].
The boundsonthe real part of the eigenvalues, for the standard interval
eigenvalue problem ((Q-1,)x,=0), can be determined as[40, 48-50]
A,=min{Re(2,(Q))}- 4 =max{Re(4 (Q))} (2.3)
where Q<Q<Q ; QeQ'=[QQ].
The equation (2.3) means that for the upper and lower bounds ofthe
real part of eigenvalues, a global optimisation approachis required. This
means that finding the 4, and 2, by solving (Q-IA)x,=0 subject
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toup, Sup, <up,, i=1, 2,...,.n. Here up; represents uncertain parameter
and n showstheir number. This approach gives the accurate bounds of
the real part of the eigenvalues; however, it is computationally
expensive.
2.4.1 Applications of Uncertainty Approaches in
Aeroelasticity
Some work has been undertaken on the influence of uncertainties on
aeroelastic behaviour[51-53]. Various sources of uncertainties can
potentially complicate aircraft design, testing and certification methods,
and some work on quantification of various aeroelastic problems such
as flutter flight testing, prediction of Limit Cycle Oscillations (LCO)
and design optimization with aeroelastic constraints was studied [51].
The LCO ofa rigid pitch-plunge aerofoil incorporating uncertainties in
the cubic coefficient of torsional spring and alsoin initial pitch angle of
aerofoil wasalso investigated[52].
The flutter boundary and LCO behaviourof a metallic wing was studied
via the incorporation ofstiffness uncertainties and the Karhunen-Loeve
(KL) expansion was adoptedto define stiffness uncertainties along the
span of the wing and perturbation theory was applied to find the
response variability[53].
The aeroelastic design optimization with respect to uncertainties in
material and structural properties was explored in order to increase the
critical airspeed above that of baseline wing structure using mass
balancing approach. In this regard, two-step constraint optimisation
problems were formulated, in the first step, maximum change(called as
a stability margin) in the real part of the flutter mode was determined
due to uncertainties. In the next step, after including the stability
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margin, the minimum change in the mass by doing mass balancing at
twelve locations on the composite wing was performed to achieve the
desired flutter speed[28]. However, in their work, the bend-torsion
coupling terms were not included in the constraint optimization
problems.
A methodfor the analysis and design of an aeroelastic system subject to
the parametric uncertainties via hard inequality constraints requirement
has also been proposed. Uncertainty models were defined given by the
norm-bounded perturbation from the nominal value (hyper-sphere or
hyper-rectangular) and if hard constraints were not satisfied on the
surface, the deformation of the hyper-sphere via either expansion or
contraction was proposedas a solution[54].
Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) is a method that has been used to
explore the variability of response in control [55, 56], computational
fluid dynamics [57, 58]and buckling problems [47]. PCE with Latin
hyper cube approach wasfirst explored in [47]to analyse the buckling
eigenvalues of the joined-wing model. Convergent series of the
polynomials defined in[43]were utilised to model the response. Input
uncertain variables followed Gaussian distribution, whereas a regression
analysis was performed to predict the beta coefficients involved in the
response expression via Latin hypercube sampling technique.
The use of PCE for the stability and control of non-linear problems has
been found as an efficient method even whenother techniques such as
Lyapunov’s method have failed [55]. The potential of PCE is
tremendous because of its simplicity, versatility and computational
efficiency within the framework of Probability Theory.
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2.4.2 Summary on Uncertainty Theories and
Modelling
1. The PCE approach can be applied when PDFs of the uncertain
input variables are known, which are represented by taking the
representative polynomials defined in the stochastic space.
2. Interval Analysis approach is often applied when only upper and
lower boundsof the uncertain parameters are known.
3. In the PCE approach, PDF of the input uncertain parameters can
be generated by using the polynomials (for example, in case of
Gaussian distribution, hermite polynomials are used) and can be
propagated by using the sample or non-sample based approaches
to predict bounds on the response.
4, Sampled and non-sampled based PCE approaches have been
applied in the fluid mechanics[58], control engineering[56] and
the buckling frequencies variations predictions[47] of the
structure containing structural parameters uncertainties.
Ls Robust Design Criteria
A design, which minimises the performance variation without
eliminating the uncertainty, is a robust design[59] and is often
insensitive to the small changes. Robust design approaches seek to
minimize the variation in the system performance about the mean
design point[60].
Taguchi[59] first presented the approach for the robust design andlater
on this approach was explored and extended by the other researchers.
The polynomial chaos was utilized to explore the robust aerodynamic
design of two-dimensional airfoil[61] in which lift-to-drag ratio was
maximisedandits sensitivity due to the uncertainty of the leading edge
thickness was minimised. In [62] a robust optimal design was explored
a
for the vibration absorber to miminise the displacement of the system
over the large range of excitation frequncies by including the
uncertainties in the stiffness and mass properties of the main system.
Objective was to determine the stiffness, mass and damping parameters
for the robust design of vibration absorber. In the field of aeroelasticity,
however, a very less work is published[28, 54].
On the other hand, reliability-based design approaches [35] produce
designs by analysing the limit-state-function [63]to meet the reliability
requirement defined via reliability index( which is the measure of
probability of failure of design). Different methods such as the First
Order Reliability Method (FORM)[63], Second Order Reliability
Method (SORM)and the Hasofer-Lind method (H-L method) have been
used to predict the structural reliability. In the FORM approach,a first
order Taylor series expansion of the limit-state-function is used,
whereas in the H-L method this search is expanded from the mean of
the limit-state-function to the most probable failure point. If the
coefficient of variation of the uncertain parameter is large, or the
response is non-linear, FORM predicts a poorreliability and also the H-
L method does not guarantee convergence [63].
2.6 Damage Models for the Composite Structures
Damage within composite structures can be defined as an accumulation
of defects such as matrix cracks, debonding or delamination and fibre
fracture[64] as shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6. To model such
damage modes, continuum, micromechanics and macro-mechanics
damageprinciples are generally applied[2, 3].
In the continuum mechanics approach, damage parameters such as
matrix cracks, inter-laminar cracking are characterised by a set of
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internal state variables, which physically represents damage magnitude
and modes[2].
In the micromechanics approach, a detailed micro-field of stress-strain
in the vicinity of defect or crack is evaluated and in doing so effective
stiffness is predicted; whereas in macro-mechanics such as two-phase or
three-phase methods, composite layer is treated as an orthotropic
homogenoussolid with cracks (which are simulated with inclusions)[3].
In of the stated approaches, the reduced stiffness values or damaged
material model of the composite structures is predicted. In the present
study, continuum damage and macro-mechanics models are reviewed
and employed to predict the damage material models.
2.6.1 Talreja’s Formulation- Continuum Damage
Model
Talreja [2]utilized the continuum damage approach to describe the
effect of damage onthe stiffness properties of the composite structures
due to the presence of the transverse matrix cracks. The damaged
material model proposed wasthe form [2]
E, = E) +2¢[ ke, +ke,(v8,)° ~ke,yv?, js E, = Ey +20[ ke, + ke, (v9,)? — kev, |;
(2.4)0.0l-viv
Vy = Vey =| E -|e - 2keV, ); Gry = G., + 20k,
£
 
where ¢ is the non-dimensional crack density(=— ) and ‘t,’ and ‘s’ arey
the thickness of layer and spacing between the adjacent cracks
respectively (see Figure 2.7). EY Ey s GuysVey and v. are the
undamaged material properties; and kc, are constants which are
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determined experimentally. Sanders[65]determined these constants
experimentally for the graphite/epoxy composites which were kc,= -
4.323GPa; kc, =-2.268 GPa; kc,,= -3.889 GPa. The kc,, value (which
affects the shear modulus) was not determined and in the present study,
kc,, is assumed equal to zero in equation(2.4), which means that
reduction in the shear modulus due to damage is ignored. Nevertheless,
such affects can be incorporated in the equation (2.4) for the known
kc,,. Material properties for the graphite/epoxy composites are given in
Table 2.1.
In Talreja Model, based on the continuum model, two key assumptions
are made. i.e. the axial displacement component vector on crack is
neglected and only the out of plane displacement component is
considered. Second assumption is that the cracks are open whereas the
closed cracks are assumedas in the undamagedstate.
2.6.2 Two Phase Method for fibrous composite
Damage
The concept behind this methodis illustrated in Figure 2.8 where it is
assumed that an inclusion is embedded in an infinite effective
homogenous media[3]. In this approach, a crack is represented with an
inclusion while consolidated fibres depict a homogenous media.
Average strain and hence the effective stiffness of the damaged
composite structure is then predicted due to the presence of such cracks.
Two phase method[3] is applicable to any laminate geometry containing
cracks ( see Figure 2.8) and ultimately predicts laminate compliance and
stiffness to its reduced value. The procedure defined in [3] is applied to
find the damage material model for the various amount of crack density
in the present study and key steps are highlighted in Appendix A.Inthis
approach[3], # measure the average distance between cracks( called as
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crack density) and the distance for the successive cracks is equal to
2a
B
Two-phase method is a macro-mechanics approach, in which it is
assumed that the open cracks only reduce the effective stiffness of a ply
whereas closed cracks do not have anyeffect onit[3].
2.7 Application of Damage Models in Aeroelastic
Field
The investigation of damage effects, on the aeroelastic stability and
response of the metallic aircraft structures because of the supersonic
speed[66], battlefield [67]or of the fatigue reasons, have been remained
a research topic.
In[67], the battle field damage effects on the flutter speed of the
optimized metallic wings were investigated. At the damaged locations,
the mass and stiffness properties were substituted with values
representatives of the values obtained after including the damage.
Research onthestability of the metallic panels with thin cracks exposed
in supersonic flow was focused in[66]. They handled the stress
singularities occurring at the crack tip by dividing it into two regionsat
its close proximity. The stiffness, mass and aerodynamic matrices were
then derived for the flutter analysis.
Later, the composite materials because of their excellent strength-to-
weight ratio and ability to provide bend-torsion coupling terms were
explored especially to tailor the fibre orientations in order to enhance
the aeroelastic stability[10, 19, 68, 69]. However, the composite
materials tend to absorb moistures, often matrix cracks are developed
Zt
and sometimes fibre breaks due to the excessive and/or fatigue loads,
whichin turn can affect the aeroelastic stability and response.
Eastep [70] studied the damaged skin effects on the divergence speed of
the forward-swept wing designs that were being explored in 1980’s by
adopting the aeroelastic tailoring. A built-up metallic wing model with
composite skins, which had known damage values and locations, was
investigated in this regard. For the damaged skin layers, a complete loss
of the material properties was assumed. Four damage locations and 17
different cases were studied, and for the case of the severe damageat
the said locations, a ~9% reduction in the divergence speed was
predicted.
A one-dimensional finite element model, for the aeroelastic analysis of
damaged and undamaged wings defined with the built-up box geometry
containing the reinforced stringers, was developed[71]. In their work
like [70], the damage layers assumed the complete loss of the stiffness
properties while the mass and geometry remained unaffected. They
found that un-symmetry caused due to the damage had a detrimental
effect on the flutter speed because of simultaneous drop of the
extensional, bending and bending-extensional stiffness properties.
However, in their model, top and bottom skins were assumed to provide
the torsion stiffness and the webs contributions were neglected.
An investigation [72] on the flutter speed of the composite plates
containing cracks exposed in the supersonic flow was conducted. The
two-phase matrix crack model [3] was adopted to calculate the damaged
layers material properties. Reduction in the torsion and bend-torsion
stiffness terms, due to the matrix cracks, affected the stability of the
studied composite plates considerably.
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In [73] the crack-induced effects, located at the trailing edge, on the
flutter/divergence speed of an un-swept composite wing was explored.
Atthe crack location, the beam model wasdivided into two sections and
a local flexibility matrix was defined consisting of the bending, torsion
and bend-torsion coupling terms. It was found that when the crack was
close to the wing root, a more reduction in the flutter and divergence
speed was noted.
Zulal Summary on Damage Models and their
Application
1. The Talreja’s Model requires three steps to be followed from which
the reduced effective stiffness of composite laminate can be
predicted,
e Utilize equation (2.4)to calculate £;, E2, Giz, vj2 in local material
axis for any given non-dimensional crack density.
e Transform these moduli according to the each off-axis ply angle
to global axis. This will eventually give us reduced effective
stiffness of the damaged composite ply.
e Perform integration of the composite laminate inclusive of the
damage and non-damagelayers (based on the location within
composite laminate) to predict the total stiffness matrix.
2. In the Talreja model, the effect of crack density on longitudinal
Young’s modulus is minimal, whereas it lowers the transverse
Young’s modulus, shear modulus and Poisonratio.
3. Two-phase method follows same three steps already defined in
Talreja model to calculate the reduced effective stiffness value of
cracked ply. In this method, transverse Young’s and shear moduli
are reduced to the lowervalues.
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4. Effect of damage on the flutter and divergence speed of the metallic
wings and plate models has been explored. In metallic structure,
main motivation was to assess the degraded flutter speed either due
to battlefield damage or due to excessive loads because of
supersonic flow.
5. Effects of the transverse matrix cracks and the damageplies on the
flutter/divergence speed of the forward swept and built-up wings
with composite skins were investigated.
6. In the published literature, while predicting the effect of damage on
the aeroelastic stability and response, known damage locations and
values are utilised. No such workexists in which either probabilistic
nature of damage or bounded-but-uncertain damage parameter, for
example the crack density effects, are explored for the aeroelastic
stability analysis.
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Figure 2.1: Collar’s Aeroelastic Triangle[1 ]
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Figure 2.2: Typical v-g and v-@ plots for a binary aeroelastic system
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Figure 2.3: Definition of reference axis and fibre angle orientation[19]
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Figure 2.4: Wash-out and wash-in coupled deflection shapes[29]
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a. Matrix Crack b. Delamination of Two Layers c. Fibre Breakage
Figure 2.5: Various Damage Modes
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Figure 2.6:Three phase Diagram of Damage modes [64]
 
 
 
    
 
Figure 2.7: Geometrical parameters of composite plate with matrix
cracks [2]
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a) Two phase model concept
Figure 2.8: Two-phase model( After[3])
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b) Infinite Fibrous Media with
Cracks
Table 2.1: Material properties for Graphite/Epoxy
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Chapter 3
Aeroelastic and Aero-Servo-Elastic Modelling of
Composite Wings
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, aeroelastic and aero-servo-elastic models ofan idealised
composite wing are developed and discussed. Aeroelastic models
predict the flutter speed, divergence speed and “1-Cosine” discrete gust
response whereas in an aero-servo-elastic model the gust response(i.e.
minimise the root bending moment)is controlled in an active manner by
engaging the wing aileron. A simplified Proportional and Integral (PI)
controller is defined in which a control surface angle is a function of
wing deflection and velocity.
Twoversions of the aeroelastic models are presented which are based
upon the type of aerodynamic model used i.e. unsteady with constant
frequency aerodynamics and unsteady with frequency dependent
aerodynamicsrespectively. The ‘P-K’ frequency matching method [1], is
adopted for the solution ofthe latter case. In the aeroelastic models, the
Rayleigh-Ritz energy principles are adopted to model the structure
whereas the aerodynamic modelis derived using a modified strip theory
approachvia the torsional velocity term. Making use of the Lagrange’s
equation by considering the incremental work done over the entire wing
due to the lift and the pitching moment (about the flexural axis)
eventually yields these mathematical models.
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Parametric studies are then conducted to see the effect of fibre
orientation angles and material coupling terms on the wind-off
frequencies andthe flutter/divergence speed.
3.2 Composite Wing Structural Modelling
The compositelifting surface is idealised as a rectangular plate in which
the Rayleigh-Ritz assumed modes method [17],which addresses the
minimization of energy functional composed of the strain and the
kinetic energy, is employed. The strain energy over the entire plate
domain Q as shownin Figure 3.1a can be expressed as
1Ustrain = 5 [[(o,e, + OE, +O,€, +OEy FOE FOEy2 )dxdydz (3.1)
which reduces, by taking into account the assumptions that all the
transverse and normalstresses are negligible, to
U =5 {J (OE, + Oyby + OyEy, dedydz (3.2)
Q
in which o,and «¢,are stress and strain(where i= x,y,xy ) that are related
to each other via the transformed reduced stiffness matrix, Q,, by the
following relation for each ply ‘k’ whosepositive fibre angle is shown
in Figure 3.1b.
oO; Q, Qn, O é.
F
|
=|Qn Qn Or] & (3.3)
O7y Y, 6 On Orne k éxy
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Transformed reduced stiffness matrix QO, is related to the stiffness
matrix Q, by the following expression
QO, =(TY'Q,[7T' (3.4)
in which superscript ‘t’ denote matrix transpose whereas transformation
matrix [T] is given by
(cos0)” (sin 0) 2sin@cosé
[7] =| (sing)? (cos0)? —2sin@cos@ (3.5)
—sinOcos@  sin@cos@ (cos@)?-(sin 6)
whereasstiffness matrix Q, has following stiffness terms, which are
related to longitudinal Young’s modulus (£;), transverse Young’s
modulus(E2), shear modulus(G/2) and Poissonratio(v,, )
E VE. v,,EQi, = — 30, =—2 4 =1-VV5, 1-VV¥.,  1-Vi Vn)E (3.6)
0, = 1 2 506 = GiaVia,
Replacing stress relations defined in (3.3) into (3.2), one can obtain
strain energy expression of
l ~ 2a =~ = ~ > = 2U= a {[fce 18% +2088, + 20,8Ex +20EE, + O56, + O68, Jdxdydz (3.7)
Q
which after utilising strain-displacement relations for the pure bending
problem reducesto
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0S) +20,(2¢[St}+, (=) +...
I x AY Y dxdy (3.8)
Q Ow aw aw aw Ow ’AD | =— +4D>_| —— = +4.Dge| ——ax’ exdy dy? Oxdy OxOy
where D, -=)@, ), (zz -z2,) [12] in which the z,'s terms are defined
k=l
1
max — 2
 
as shown in Figure 3.lc and ‘w’ is the out of plane deflection of the
plate expressed as
w= dDrEmqO (3.9)
1
where g,(t)is the generalised displacement of the i" mode represented
withy(&,7). The strain energy can then be calculated by utilizing
equation (3.8) such that
 
 
p OLuGHED) op &Ran) &LarEn)
ell, i=l ae 12 i=l i=l +
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Similarly, the maximum kinetic energy of the entire plate domain Q
can be formulated as
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Tras = 5Phe |fi?rdedeay (3.11)
where ‘ p ’is the massperunit area of the plate, *h’ is the plate thickness
and ‘@’ is the frequency of vibration. By putting expression (3.9) into
(3.11), the maximum kinetic energy of the entire plate becomes as
1 n 2
ds = 3Phe i>qi(Gs n| dédn (3.12)
Q Li=l
Minimization of the functional (Uj, —Tnax.) With respect to each
coefficient g,results in the following general expressions for the
elements ofstiffness ( £, ) and mass( 4, ) matrices respectively,
Oy, Oy, dD a o 24 @&i oe : i Yj 2D OY, OAs
0g” 0¢ + 16 2* 06? d¢0n OS”
Oy, y, 0Y, a’y, Oy,E, = II D, —— Dy = 2D), f —+0g On x98 én? 0&0n OnQ
 
     
 
  dédn (3.13) 
Oy, Oy, 2D. ay, OY; 42D ay, OY,+ 9€ a£an *° dn? dEOn SAB OEON   
A, = [fohy.y,dédn (3.14)
Q
where i=1,2,3,..., modes and j=1,2,3...,modes, for the case when
modes=9, [E] and [ A] will be of 9x9 matrices.
The symbolic tool box available in Matlab wasutilized to calculate the
[D] matrix for any generic layup-configuration involvedin the equation
(3.13). Two unique bend-twist coupling terms exist in [D] matrix i.e.
one in the span-wise direction (D,,) and other in the chord-wise
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direction (D,,). Whereas these coupling terms do not exist for
conventional metals (See Table 3.1 for composite material properties
and Table 3.2 for the case of composite and Aluminium plate).
The sign of D,,and D,, terms are extremely important as they affect
the composite laminate a wash-in or wash-out behaviour. For example,
wash-out designs (against some gust) may be called as the passive gust
alleviated designs (i.e. when wing bends due to an aerodynamicload,
the effective angle of attack is lowered as the leading edge deflects
more in the downward direction relative to the trailing edge). Such
composite designs are discussed in detail in Chapter 4 on aeroelastic
tailoring.
The definition of the mode shapesis the other requirement to formulate
the stiffness (E) and the mass (4) matrices and are defined in the
following section.
3.2.1 ModeShapesfor the Flexible Composite Wing
Simplified polynomial functions are used to represent the mode shapes
of the flexible composite wing. Consider a point P(x, y) on the surface
of the wing (see Figure 3.2), the out of plane deflection of which in z-
axis can be represented by the following expression (only nine termsare
considered)
wax?gtx? (V— Vp)F397 (VVp)° Gg FVI4 FV (V=Vpds tO(VV) do to (3.15)
x"qq +x"(p-yy )48 +x"(y-yy)? qo
in which
e x’,x?,x* simulates the wing bending
© x (y-y,).x°(y-yy) x" (y-y,) simulates the wing torsion and
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e x (y-yy).x(v-yy)?.x*(y-y,)’ simulates the wing chord-
wise bending.
Generalisation of these terms take the form of
e x’,x?,x*... x’ simulates the wing bending ( where i=2,3,4,5...)
and
© x (y-y/) ei (v-yy) x(vy). x'(y-y,)/ simulates the wing
torsion (where i1=2,3,4,5... and j=1) and
ex(yay) ey)?x(y-yy)?x (y-y,)/simulates the
wing chord-wise bending( where 1=2,3,4,5... and j=2,3..).
The chord-wise bending terms become important for the wing without
whichdiscrepancies in the torsion mode maybe noted[74].
Equation of motion can be derived by utilising the Lagrange’s
equations, which can be expressedas[1]
(= OT 63 0U—| — —-— — +—_ =
dt\ oq) ©Oq oq oq (3.16)
where 7, U, 3 and Q are the kinetic energy, the strain energy, the
dissipative function and the generalised forces respectively. For the free
un-damped case, the equation of motion derived from equation (3.16)
reducesto
Aq+ bq = (3.17)
Let us assume 7= %e" > 4 =—@*qe"" then equation (3.17) becomes
the classical eigenvalue problem as
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(E-w’A)X =0 (3.18)
where the stiffness (£) and mass ( A) matrices are calculated from the
equations (3.13) and (3.14) respectively. The solution to equation(3.18)
produces the wind-off frequencies and the mode shapes.
Sadek Studied Wing Models
Four types of wing models are studied in the present thesis comprising
of the two types of plate wing models, the Goland wing model and the
full-scale aircraft composite wing model. Plate wing model are
catagorised based on the aspect ratio.
Wing Model1
Wing model | is a plate wing model with an aspect ratio of eight. For
this wing, chord is 76.2mm and span is 304.8 mm (see Figure 3.1 and
Figure 3.2). Fibre angle in the counter clockwise direction is assumed
positive.
Wing Model2
Wing model2 is a plate wing model with an aspect ratio of towelve. For
this wing, chord is 100 mm and spanis 600 mm.
Wing Model 3
Wing model3 is the Goland wing model. The wing has upper and lower
skins, three spars, eleven ribs, three spar caps, eleven rib caps and 33
posts (1-D elements). FE model of the Goland wing is shownin Figure
3.3.
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Wing Model4
The composite wing model 4, whichis the full-scale aircraft composite
wing model, is shown in Figure 3.4 in which its semi-span, sweep
angle, root and tip chords are defined. The thickness-to-chord ratio for
this wing is 4 percent in which a geometrical boxis fitted, and the front
spar, rear spar, top skin and bottom skin form the wing box as shown in
Figure 3.5 . The box waspositioned in the wing aerofoil such that its
front spar lies at the quarter chord andthe rear spar lies at the quarter
chord from the leading edge. Ten ribs form the other part of the wing
structure, provide the chord-wise stiffness and suppress the local panel
modes.
Local axes were defined to give definition to the fibre angle for the
front spar, rear spar, top skin, bottom skin andribs, for example, the x-y
axis shownin Figure 3.5 is used to define top skin and bottom skin fibre
angle, which is positive from x-axis to y-axis in anti-clockwise
direction. The lay-up scheme and material properties are given in Table
3.3 and Table 2.1 respectively.
3.2.3 Validation of the Composite Wing Vibration
Model
In this section, a convergence study is conducted for the first three
frequency values [74]of the composite plate wing model 1 by varying
number of bending and torsion modes. Effects of after inclusion of
chord-wise bending terms on these frequency values are also studied.
Two test cases are studied in this regard i.e. casel=(0/0/90), and
case2=(45/45/0),. Bend-twist coupling terms are present for the case2
and are non-existent for the casel. Reference [74] frequency values for
the casel are 11.1Hz, 39.5 Hz and 69.5 Hz whereas for the case2 these
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values are 4.9Hz, 30.1Hz and 49.4 Hz. In the present model, the chord-
wise bending terms has no effect on the frequency values for the casel.
However, for the case 2 these have a significant affect. It can be
concluded that for lay-up scheme that has the bend-twist coupling
terms, the chord-wise bending terms must be included. It is these
coupling terms, which provide the design flexibility and not present in
metals.
The developed model was now tested to assess its accuracy against a
reference model. Material properties used are given in Table 3.1. Error
in predicted results is within 1.5% for the torsion mode and <1% for the
bending modes (shownin Table 3.5). The developed model also has an
advantage over the reference Finite Element Model in terms of the
required numberof degrees of freedom, which are far less (36 degrees
of freedom or 36 modesfor the present case and 365 degrees of freedom
for the reference case).
3.3 Parametric Study on Composite Wing Vibration
Here the effect of the fibre orientation angles on the composite wing
model 1 on the first three frequencies is explored (without specifically
focusing on the torsion frequency). For example, consider a composite
wing of six layers, the angle of each layer is ‘6’ whereas lay-up
configuration is represented with((4),) . In this example, the fibre
orientation angle @ is a variable and is allowed to vary from -90° to
+90°.
3.3.1 Frequencies Results of the Composite Wing
Model
Frequency results are shown in Figure 3.6a whereas variousstiffness
terms variation plots are shown in Figure 3.6b. The 1“ and 3™
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frequencies decrease with increase of the fibre angle (i.e. from 0° to
90°) whereas the 2™ frequency showsa slight increasing trend to 15°
fibre angle and beyondthis fibre angle it decreases. The main reason for
this trend is the reduction of the span-wise stiffness term D);, which
becomes minimum forthe 90° fibre angle, for at this angle all the fibres
aligned in the chord-wise direction.
The 1°, 2"! and 3™ frequencies are same both for positive(+0,), and
negative (-0,), lay-up configurations, despite the fact that the signs of
Dis andD,, terms are opposite, obvious as it is symmetric until the
airflow acts.
(30°/30°/30°), and (-30°/-30°/-30°), lay-up configurations exhibited
maximum span-wise bend-twist coupling term D,, and (60°/60°/60°),
and (-60°/-60°/-60°), lay-up configurations exhibited maximum chord-
wise bend-twist coupling term D,, which was higher than the in-plane
shear stiffness terms (Des) which mainly governs the torsion frequency.
The sign of these coupling terms contributes significantly to the
aeroelastic response and are responsible for the wash-in and the
washout phenomenon. Such designs are discussed in detail in Chapter 4
on aeroelastic tailoring.
3.4 Steady and Unsteady Aerodynamics
The aerodynamic model (required for the aeroelastic analysis) can be
either steady or unsteady depending upon the aerodynamictheory used.
Static aeroelasticity requires steady analysis whereas unsteady
aerodynamics must be used for dynamic aeroelasticity. Consider a case
when an aerofoil is harmonically oscillating (in heave and/or pitch)
relative to the upstream flow, forces and moments acting on it varies
with time. In the quasi-steady assumption, these forces and moments
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can be calculated by assuming that the aerodynamic characteristics of
this airfoil can be substituted at any instant of time by the aerodynamics
characteristics of the same aerofoil moving with constant velocity equal
to the actual instantaneous values [8]. Because of this assumption,
frequency-dependent effects are ignored and this quasi-steady model
when applied for the flutter speed prediction does not provide sufficient
accuracy. More advanced unsteady aerodynamic models have to be
adopted in which the aerodynamic forces and moments are frequency
dependent of the dynamic motionsof the aerofoil. With this assumption,
the lift magnitude changes and phaselag in the aerofoil motion and the
unsteady forces exist, whereas for the quasi-steady case these are
always in phase.
For harmonically oscillating aerofoil, the lift and moment are often
written as [75]
L= pV? LtLye + 10+1, ,V V
; bez ‘ b°6
M= pV MatMy +t Mee Me (3.19)
where ‘z’ and ‘0’ terms involved are shown in Figure 3.7. Unsteady
aerodynamic derivative M,, contributes/effects significantly [75] in
flutter prediction and will be incorporated in aerodynamic model. When
M, is zero, it is often called Quasi-steady aerodynamics (frequency
independent aerodynamics), whereas M, term can be treated as a
constant value (=-1.2) or can be function of the reduced frequency (A)
suchthat [1]
 
6 245k (3.20)
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and aerodynamics becomes frequency dependent. The reduced
frequency (k) is often defined as [1]
@Mck=— 3.21Vy (3.21)
where ‘c’ and ‘V’ are chord and the speed of the wing respectively. For
the case, when M,, is a function of the reduced frequency, often
frequency matching methodssuch as ‘P-K’ method [1] is employed for
the flutter prediction.
3.5 Aerodynamic Modelling- Strip Theory
Strip theory divides the wing into infinitesimal strips on which lift
acting on the quarter chord is assumed to be proportional to dynamic
pressure, local angle of attack, lift curve slope and downwash dueto the
vertical motion. Although the effective local angle of attack will change
due to the chord-wise bending assumption (chord-wise bending terms
are required in order to have the correct torsion frequency, see
section3.2.3), but the change in the local angle of attack because ofthis
assumption is assumed negligible. Consequently, zeros can be placed
corresponding to the relevant rows and columns of the aerodynamic
matrices.
Strip theory approach with modified unsteady aerodynamics having M,
term (a torsional velocity term) is employed to formulate the
aerodynamic model. Recall the out of plane deflection ‘w’ of the wing,
which is represented with
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WEXG AX(VV)tx(V- Vp) Gs tOU tH(V-I/)5 + G22)
(VVpV Ue FXG +X(V- Vp dg FXVY)
The lift on each strip, having width of ‘dx’, of the wing can be
expressed as
| Ged eGdL =ae*cdxa,,.>t>tateGo +x°qst+x‘al (3.23)
and the momentabout the flexural axis can be written as
=(dL)(ee)
1 na xq Xai x9=— pV’ec’a dx§ 1+=4424x79, 4379, 4x43P w V V V vp) Is 4s
ge (3.24)
Sy {x°q3 +x°q2 +x'qg} 
where xaxafox4; is the effective heave velocity, which is
positive downward and M,,. is a negative term and provides damping to
the pitching terms.
The incremental work done over the wing for small deformation of
09, >095.09,,09;,0q, and 6g, can be written as
OW = | dL (-x°dq, -~x°6q, ~ x*6q,)+dM (x°6q, +x°6q, +x'dqg) (3.25)
wing
The generalised forcesQ,,, QO... Qi3>Qys O52 Qi62Qr7 > Que and Q,, are
calculated as
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Q,, “557 A{(-x°dL)
0
Ss e 3
=-pV*ca, fe?mee7+Xx°q, +x°q,+x“| (3.26)
0
1 sq, sq: s'q s° s’=-— pV°ca, 51++ 4+1+ +—2? | VV WSSa68 7%
5 PVecta, Eas+h,ThyGQ, +x°q, +x‘als
 
 
 
 
 
 
0OW | V
0,. = de069g, —_— ae MyCp ye 36. 4= pV°ec*a, (x°q; +2°q; +x"q)2 4V (3.27)
sg sq; 8G s 5° s!+—44-414 +— +—G, b+vetg [LYWSENGTh
=p ec a, « *
4V 5 6 7
0 OW0,,= ==— =9 (3.28)0 6g;
oow "1 xg xqi xd— pV"ca, —t+4414-07, +279, +x" *dx04 = Aoq;-0 Ww V V V Q qs 93
(3.29)
1 sg s'¢ s° q; Sg, Ss
=— V*ca, LgpO =2Pe wa 6“447° ye
2 ¢
| Vecta, clpoh SED ashy, sa, dala, 40OW _ 51 2 V V V 3
2,5 = 85a. M dx
4 6 4 orreca,| (vat araes'a)|2 4V (3.30)
6 Te 8 e 6 7 8SHA ShSHSgrg gtabt
1 root OV WV BV 6 7 8
=—/p ec a,2  M,¢ SGSGSG
4V 6 7 8
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0 (3.31)
ln lea GG MG=—,PF ca, |x (EaselAH Qo t+ XG,+xX gs pax (3.32)
1 s'g? stg? sq. s 8 S
=—-— pV*ca,,— +—** 4+14+—9,+=-4q+=- -| Vo Vv VW 7° 8h 9%
 
24° 3° 46
; 1vec,{FaatHB+x°qs ota0OW 2 V V V ‘he
1 M.c— pVec’ a, ,§—*—(xgh +x gi + x'qy3P | 4V (x VD qs ‘)} (3.33)
 
 
0 OW0. = =~— =9 (3.34)
Here q? form [B] and g, form [C] matrices, where i=1, 2, 3....9 and
are written as
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S04, sy 0 pow 0(2X5) (2X6) 2X7)
seca, Myese’a, sea, Mycs'e’a, sea, M,cs'e’a,
A) 4 (6) 4 2X6) QM) 4 AX)
0 0 0 0 0 0fgg Seg Cg
(2X6) OO) 28)
Sse’a, Myes‘e’a, sa’a, Mycs'ea, Seva, Myese’a,
(2X6) 4 2X6) OM 4 QM 28) 4 @®
0 0 0 0 0 0
$4, 0 Son, 0 Soa, 0(2X7) (28) 2)
sava, M,cs'a?aq, 0 Seva, M,csaca, 0 Seva, Mcsa’a,
OM 4 QY 2 4 2) 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 So  (3.35)
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s’ca, 6 6 s°ca, » 6 s'’ca, 7
(2)(5 (2)(6) (2)(7)
_ Sea, oo - s°ec’a, oo - s’ec’a, 0
(2)(5) (2)(6) (2)(7)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
s°ca, o 0 s’ca, 0 0 s*ca, 9
(2)(6) (2)(7) (2)(8)
[c]= 9 5286 aw 9 9 8 2e*ay 9 QL s*eca, 0
(2)(6) (2)(7) (2)(8)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7, 8 9sea. 1 8 s*ca,, . a g ea, 0
(2)(7) (2)(8) (2)(9)
_ # 8b" ay, 00 - s*ec’a, 0 _ seeds G
(2)(7) (2)(8) (2)(9)
| 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0| (3.36)
[B] is the aerodynamic damping and [C] is the aerodynamicstiffness
matrix respectively. Both matrices are non-symmetric and presence of
coupling termshelp flutter to occur.
3.6 Aeroelastic Model and Eigenvalue Solution
Oncethe structural and aerodynamic matrices are known,then Lagrange
forms the equations of motion, via the generalised force terms
a (6W)-fier i364) |
Ag +(pVB+D)q +(pV?C+E)q =0 (3.37)
where [A], [B], [C], [D] and [E] are the structural inertia, aerodynamic
damping, aerodynamic stiffness, structural damping and_ structural
stiffness matrices respectively, and q are the generalised coordinates.
Structural damping is often ignored (i.e D=0) in the aeroelastic
equation. The eigenvalue solution to N Dof system of the aeroelastic
equation (3.37) can be applied efficiently to determine the frequencies
ol
and damping ratios at different speeds. To do that let’s introduce a
trivial expression of the form[1]
lg-1g =0i-*9 (3.38)
in which ‘I’ is NxN identity matrix. Combining equation (3.38) and
equation (3.37) yields the expression
0 letorcee) -omeotilt sy
In order to convert equation (3.39) to classical eigensolution form,it is
I 0]multiplied with S 1 to its both sides, which by inspection is equal
I 0to _, pleads to0 A
(F-| _sa(gnecee eimai} ={o] (3.40)
Equation (3.40) is in first order form but the ‘Q’ matrix (often called as
system matrix) is double the size of the matrices compared with
individual matrices defined in the aeroelastic equation(3.37). In order to
solve the equation(3.40), let us assume x=x,e” (anddifferentiation of
which yields *=%0€").Substitution of ‘x’ and ‘*’ in the
equation(3.40), one can obtain
Dxe" -Oxye" =0 => (L-Q)x, =0>(Q-L)x, =0 (3.41)
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and equation (3.41) is the classical eigensolution form (A-/A)x=0.
Furthermore, eigenvalues of the system matrix ‘Q’ appear in the
complex conjugate pairs and can be written by assuming they are
oscillatory roots as [1]
4, =-€,0, tio, J(I-G), 7 =1,2,....N (3.42)
In equation (3.42) @, and ¢, are natural frequencies and damping
ratios respectively and ‘N’ is the number of modes. In a similar way
corresponding eigen vectors, which also exist in complex conjugate
pairs, can be written as [1]
2, {2 ' j=1,2,3,4,...N. (3.43)
q)
General inferences from the equation(3.42), after writing it into the
form of 4=a+ jb, are presented as follows
1. Whenb #0, the roots are oscillatory otherwise these are non-
oscillatory (i.e. for b=0).
2s Fora >0, the system is unstable whereas for a <0, the system is
stable.
3.6.1 ‘P-K’ method- A Frequency Matching Method
The eigenvalue solution to the equation (3.41) can give us the
frequencies values provided we know the [B] and [C] matrices, but for
the case when aerodynamics is the frequency dependent, [B] and [C]
matrices are not known andare function of the reduced frequency (k)
and hence, frequencies values. Therefore, the eigenvalue solution to the
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equation (3.41) is not known unless frequencies values are calculated.
In this scenario, an iterative technique such as the ‘P-K’ method (a
frequency matching method) is employed. The key steps involved in the
‘P-K’ method can be summarised asfollows:
1. Choose an airspeed, V.
2. Choosethe i” degree of freedom ( i=1,....,n), when i=1, it is the first
mode.
3. Set an initial value for w; (which is here considered as the wind-off
frequency and calculated from the composite wing vibration
analysis) and, hence, a *k’.
4. Here either simplified unsteady aerodynamic model (defined in the
equation (3.23) and(3.24)) or the full unsteady aerodynamic model
(defined in equation(3.19)) can be employed. For the case of
simplified aerodynamic model, M,, is calculated from the equation
(3.20) and then matrix [B] is evaluated, whereas for the full
unsteady aerodynamic, Theodorson function, may be calculated and
then matrices [B] and [C] are evaluated.
5. Once [B] and [C] matrices are knownthen solve eigenvalue solution
of the first order form defined in the equation(3.41), and then
compare the «; with the old one.
6. If the difference of w; between i and i+] iteration is less then le-
4(say), then stop and note down the corresponding damping value
otherwise repeat from step 4.
7. Ina similar way, repeat from step 2 for the other modesofinterest.
8. Once this is complete, then increase the speed and repeat these steps
up to the desired speed range.
9. Assemble the saved damping values and plot the v-g and v-q plots
to find the flutter speed from where the damping becomes negative
value.
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To demonstrate the ‘P-K’ method, consider the composite wing model 1
with lay-up scheme of (-45/-45/0),. Simplified Unsteady aerodynamics
with M, term (which is now function of the reduced frequency, k) is
used. V-g and v-w plot is shownin Figure 3.8. Predicted flutter speed
and frequency values are 21.94 m/sec and 27.0 Hz respectively.
3.7 Divergence of the Composite Wing
Divergence is a static aeroelastic phenomenon and occurs when
structural stiffness is not enough to sustain further aerodynamic load or
moment. It is extremely important to check the divergence condition,
for example in the aircraft design, because it is unlikely on real aircraft
that divergence occursfirst before flutter. The divergence speed value
can be determined from the solution of (by taking the static terms of the
aeroelastic equation) [1]
lpV°C+E|=0 (3.44)
Divergence phenomenon can also be identified from the v-g and v-@
plot by using the constant Mterm aerodynamic model. To demonstrate
the divergence speed prediction, consider the same composite wing
model 1 used in the ‘P-K’ method with the lay-up scheme of
(45/45/0),). The reason to change fibre angle from (-45/-45/0), to
(45/45/0), is because for (-45/-45/0), layup scheme no divergencerootis
predicted. Divergence speed value obtained from the solution of the
equation (3.44) is 10.54 m/sec whereas from real and imaginary part of
eigenvalues plot its value is 10.57 m/sec as shown in Figure 3.9.
Examination of the real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues plot
shows that one of the modes reduces in frequency with an increase of
speed andsplits into non-oscillatory solutions around 9.25 m/sec andat
this speed value, its imaginary part becomes zero. The divergence
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condition is obtained whenthe real part of one of the non-oscillatory
eigenvalues becomespositive with further increase in the air speed as
shown in Figure 3.9. The flutter speed value obtained for this wing case
is 21.45 m/sec and is shownin Figure 3.10.
3.8 ‘1-Cosine’ Discrete Gust Modelling
Aircraft regularly encounter atmospheric turbulence, which in turn
generate internal loads of various levels. Turbulence can be either
idealised as discrete gusts or continuous, and is one ofthe critical
aircraft design criteria. Here, a “1-cosine” discrete vertical gust modelis
incorporated into equation (3.37) that is used to predict the root bending
momentandthe tip deflection. A “1-cosine” discrete vertical gust model
as a function oftime can be defined as
 
Www_ (= 20} 1008 et (3.45)
& 2 L,
in which Way is the value of peak or design gust velocity and L,is the
gust length. Recalling the lift expression for each strip (having width of
‘dx’) of the wing but with inclusion ofthe lift force contribution due to
gust as
1 xg ea x‘¢ 5 5 ‘ Ww,dia pvredva, 2042%Gye aq tx'qgt “Eb G.46)3? Cc Xd, V V D qs Qs V
Gust term
The generalised forces, for example,Q,, and Q,, can be written as
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By adopting the same procedure, remaining terms of the gust excitation
matrix can be determined. Using Lagrange equation(3.16) eventually
leads to the gust terms that appear on the right hand side of the
equations (3.37) as [1]
Ag +(pVB+D)q +(pV°C+E)q = hw, (3.48)
where ‘h’ is the gust excitation matrix and it is a column matrix with
nine rows (equal to the number of modes) and in matrix form it can be
written as
3 3 4 4 5 5 risi“pi Sgt Sag (3.49)
2 3 3 4 4 5 5
and the Root Bending Moment (RBM)can becalculated as
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in which q; (for i=1,4,7) and g, (for i=2,5,8) are related to wing
velocity and displacement at any instant of time and are determined
utilizing the Simulink module available in Matlab. Simulink model and
input gust signal are shown in Figure 3.11. Gainl, Gain and Gain2
values are equal to A"'(pVB), A'(pV°C+E),and Ah respectively,
and the gust signal is generated in Matlab. At each time step, the
velocity and displacement terms are calculated and, hence, the RBM
and tip deflections can be determined.
To demonstrate the gust response, consider the composite wing model 1
with lay-up schemeof(-45/-45/0) ,. This wing plate modelis taken from
ref [74]. 14 m/secis the flight speed assumed. The tip deflection and the
root bending moment are shownin Figure 3.12. It is interesting to note
that the deflection at the trailing edge tip is more compared to the
deflection at the leading edge tip (in positive z-direction, which is
downward) thereby increasing the effective angle of attack that results
in more lift and, hence, causes the higher root bending moment.
39 Parametric Study- Aeroelastic Analysis of the
Composite Wing
In this section, the affect of fibre orientation angles on the composite
wing model | stability speed is studied. For example, in this composite
wing modeltotal layers are six, the angle of each layer is ‘0’ whereas
lay-up configuration is represented with((@),) . In this example, fibre
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orientation angle 6 is a variable and is allowed to vary from -90° to
+90° with an incrementof 10°.
3.9.1 Results of Aeroelastic analysis of the composite
wing
Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 show section of solution space obtained
by varying 0, and 6, while keeping 6, constant (=0°). These figures
comprise a numberoflocal optimaandalso rather low instability speeds
regions which correspondto solutions where largely the divergence and
rarely the flutter speed is the critical case.
3.10 Aero-Servo-Elastic Modelling for the Active
Gust Control
The wing aeroelastic model is extended to the Aero-Servo-Elastic
(ASE) model by incorporating a control surface that runs all way from
the root section to the tip section as shown in Figure 3.13. Lift and
momentcontributions due to the control surface can be written as [1]
condL = : pV’cdxa,, {a,B}2 (3.51)
condM.,, =(dL,,,, ec = 5 pV°c’edxa,{bp}
Where ‘a,’”, ‘b,’ and ‘x,’ can be determinedas[8]
 a, =4+[cos" (I-28) +2E(1-£)|b, ->=[(-£)/E0-#)].2
xEc=c-x,, E=1-—+g
The generalised forces Qa rcon > Qy>on ? Oyson 2 OQ,acon ? Oyscon ? Oi6con > Once 2
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QOgcon ANA Q,o.., Can be written as
 
 
 
Oran =“Faq Is¥°Alsy) = -5 pieaaspfride=5pVca,“pl?|
Dison aaa = JedJec = -, pV’ec’a,0|y*die= 5 pV’ec’a,bole|
Q,con = 3fon i(-x4Lion) = -5 pV*caa,B[xdx = — ;1 ooeal"“ (3202)
scon = :a = JenJec = -5 pV7ec’a,b.B fedx = -5 pV’ec’a,baft:
Cm = <a=IXL) = -; pV’ca,a,Bfora = 5| BVca,a,B ‘<}
 2m. i(-Xdl,y, po=—5 pV"eea,2|v‘de = 5pv?ec“able|QO,8con
Qiscons Qyecon NA —Qrocon are equal to zero. In matrix form, these
generalised forces, can be arranged as
1 3 3 4 4 5 5 rg=-—pVca,B|a,~— ecb, 0 a,— ecb, S 9 aX ech0 (3.53)a" 3 3 4 4 5 5 |,
Let us introduce PI (Proportional and Integral controller), in which
control surface angle (f) is proportional to the wing velocity and
displacement terms at any time. These velocity and displacement terms
can be calculated from the feedback signal of transducer that can be
attached at the wing’s leading edge (say at x= so, y=0,yg-c/2). Suppose
the distance of this transducer from the wing root is ‘so’ (see Figure
3.13).
Mathematically, the control surface angle (B), for PI controller, can be
written as
B = kv(w) +kd(w) (3.54)
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where ‘kv’ and ‘kd’ are feedback gains applied to the velocity and the
displacement termsrespectively. Substituting the out of plane deflection
‘w’ from equation (3.22) into equation (3.54), expression for the control
surface angle can be obtained as
ze w(t +2°(V— Vp )Ga $X°(V IpGy F274(VIM7
(VV)Gg $24, +x" (V-Yy Gg t2"(V-YGe
uf +X°(V Vp)2 FE (V~VpsAGtI)|
3f4, 2 4 ‘Cp-y “(y- :MVVpV dg $49, +X (VVdg +X V- Vp) (3.55)
After substituting x= so, y=0,y=c/2 in the equation (3.55), yields the
control surface angle in the matrix form as
2 Ca fC 3 _ 3 ca 4p=] ~Z% Fs % ~F% FS % ~FZ 4% 4° Gs¢*
4s (3.56)
The ASE equation can then be formulated as
AG +(pVB+D)4¢+(pV°C+E)q = gB 3.57)
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Where ‘g’ is defined in the equation(3.53), ‘B’ is defined in the equation
(3.56) and substituting these matrices, leads to formulation of the final
ASEequation to [1]
AG+(pVB+D)4+(pV°C+E)q =Fg+Gq>
Ag +(pVB+D-F)¢+(pV°C+E-G)q =0 (3.58)
in which [F] and [G] are the feedback matrices and change with the
change in control gains (‘kv’ and ‘kd’), density and airspeed. It is
interesting to note that [F] and [G] matrices (arise due to the control
surface) alter the system damping andstiffness matrices respectively.
The system stability can be examined by solving the closed-loop ASE
equation(3.58) for any given values of ‘kv’ and ‘kd’. Once ‘kv’ and ‘kd’
are known ‘B’, which is the control surface angle, can be calculated
from the equation(3.56) against any gust signal.
To demonstrate the underlying concept in the ASE model, the
composite wing model 2 is assumed. Lay-up scheme considered here
is((-20.5468)9/(36.1805)2/(48.3433)2), as it gives the maximum flutter
speed value of 34.871m/sec.Various results for the cases of with and
without aileron engagementare presented in Figure 3.14.
3.11 Conclusions
Ly Anefficient assumed mode model (as it requires less degree of
freedoms compared with the reference FEM model) is developed
to predict the vibration response of the composite wing by
utilizing the Rayleigh Ritz method and is capable of accounting
for the bend-twist coupling terms for the symmetric lay-up
schemes.
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Vibration frequencies results obtained from the present model
have shown excellent agreement with the published results.
Maximum percentage error for the torsion mode is less than 1.5
and for the bending modes,it is less than 1.0 percent.
Vibration frequency plots are symmetric about the 0°(see Figure
3.6) even though (45°)3, has positive Djs and D2. values and (-
45°);. has negative Dj and Dy¢ values.
Two versions of aeroelastic models are developed, one with the
constant M,,term (can be called as the frequency independent
aeroelastic model) and other when M, is the function of the
reduced frequency (frequency dependent aeroelastic model).
When M,, is the function of the reduced frequency, the *P-K’
method is adopted andits result (flutter speed is 21.94 m/sec) is
not very different from when compared with the result of the
constant M,,model (flutter speed is 21.45 m/sec).
ASE modelis derived to control the root bending moment in an
active manner caused due to the gust; however, it requires two
gain values that need to be explored such that system remains
stable.
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Property Values
E\(GPa) 98.
E>(GPa) 719
VI2 0.28
Gj2(GPa) 5.6
G)3(GPa) 5.6
G3(GPa) 20
Ply thickness 0.134 (mm)
Density 1520(Kg/m°)  Table 3.1: Material properties for Hercules AS1/3501-6 graphite/Epoxy
         
  
Laminate Di, Dp Di6 Do D6 Doo
[02/90]|s 4.1259 0.0964 0 0.4898 0.2425
[302/0]s 2.7026 0.7198 1.1787 0.6663 0.4588 0.8659
[452/0]s 1.5494 0.9276 | 0.9454 1.4039 0.9454 1.0737
[602/0]s 0.8118 0.7198 0.4588 2.5571 1.1787 0.8659
[902/0]s 0.4898 0.0964 0 4.1259 0.2425
Aluminium 3.3315 0.9995 0 3.3315 1.1659
Table 3.2: Flexural moduli for laminates and Aluminium
Lay-up Scheme Total Material Value
Thickness Properties
(mm)Front Spar ((-45°)4)s 1.00 Ey 140(GPa)
Rear Spar ((-45°)4)s 1.00 E2 10.0(GPa)
Top Skin ((-45°)9 / (45°); /90°), 1.50 VIZ 0.3
Bottom ((-45°)9 /(45°)3 /90°), 1.50 Gi 5.0(GPa)
Skin
Ribs ((-45°)2)s 0.50 Ply 0.125 (mm)
thickness
Density 1570(Kg/m’)    Table 3.3: Lay-up Scheme for Composite Wing
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No of|No of| No of Frequency values(Hz)
BM TM CWBM Case1=(0/0/90), Case2=(45/45/0),
1 0 0 14.08 8.63
2 0 0 11.12, 109.56 6.81,67.14
3 0 0 11.07, 69.99,371.89 6.78,42.89,227.89
4 0 0 11.07,69.75,199.40 6.78,42.74,122.19
o 0 0 11.07,69.36,199.06 6.78,42.50,121.98
ze 1 0 11.12,56.39,109.56 6.32,45.39,125.42
3 1 0 11.07,56.39,69.99 6.30,35.69,97.86
4 1 0 11.07,56.39,69.75 6.30,35.65,93.16
Zz a 0 11.12,41.96,109.56 5.55,45.10,83.71
3 vA 0 11.07,41.96,69.99 5.40,34.53,83.38
4 2 0 11.07,41.96,69.75 5.40,34.50,83.2
4 2 1 11.07,41.96,69.71 5.39,34.50,74.00
4 2 2 11.06,41.96,69.66 5.37,34.47,60.81
3 3 3 11.06, 39.74, 69.89 5.16, 32.63, 55.11
4 4 8 11.06,39.61, 69.65 4.96,31.29, 51.97    BM=Bending Mode, TM=Torsion Mode, CWBM=Chord-wise Bending Mode
Table 3.4: Convergence Study for the first three frequency values of the
composite plate
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Lay-up Mode FEM (365 DOF) Analytical (36 DOF) Percentage
Reference[74]( Present(Hz) Error
Hz)
(02/90)s 1B 11.1 11.05 0.45
2B 69.5 69.26 0.34
IT 39.5 39.55 -0.12
(152/0)s 1B 8.9 8.94 -0.45
1B 62.7 62.69 0.02
1T 42.9 42.90 0.0
(303/0)s 1B 6.3 6.31 -0.15
1B 37.3 37.29 0.03
1T 56.9 57.32 -0.73
(452/0)s 1B 4.9 4.89 0.2
2B 30.1 30.1 0.0
1T 49.4 50.1 -1.4
(603/0)s 1B 4.2 4.19 0.24
2B 26.1 26.11 0.04
1T 41.7 42.26 -1.3
(752/0)s 1B 3.9 3.88 0.5
ZB 24.3 24.31 -0.04
1T 36.7 37.03 -0.9
(902/0)s 1B 3.8 3.8 0.0
2B Zo 23.85 0.2
1T 35.1 35.16 -0.17     Table 3.5: Composite Wing vibration Results(1B: First Bending, 2B:
2nd Bending, 1T: First Torsion )
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Figure 3.1: Definitions of geometry and axis, fibre angle and Z-
coordinate ofN layer laminate plate
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Figure 3.2: Out of plane Deflection of Point P(x,y) on surface of Wing
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Stiffness Variation as a Function of Fibre Angle
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Figure 3.6: Frequencies and Stiffness trends with the change of the
fibre angles
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Figure 3.7: Pitch and Plunge motionofthe aerofoil
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Input Gust Signal
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Chapter 4
Aeroelastic Tailoring and Evolutionary Algorithms
4.1 Introduction
Aeroelastic tailoring is an approach in which the composite fibre
orientation is adjusted to control the static and/or dynamic aeroelastic
behaviour of the composite lifting surface in a passive manner[29]. The
fibre orientation influences the various coupling terms with both
symmetric and non-symmetric lay-ups, which not only provides design
flexibility but also at times poses an optimisation challenge.
Various approachescan be applied for aeroelastic tailoring of a wing.
Onecourse could be to divide the wing structural members into various
sections and search for the fibre orientations independently for each
section to meet the desired aeroelastic constraints. In the present work a
simplified approach is applied i.e. the composite wing of a known
geometry is aeroelasticity tailored by varying the fibre orientation
angles for the entire wing.
The objective of this chapter is to apply both GA and PSO evolutionary
algorithms to maximise the flutter/divergence speed and to minimise the
root bending moment caused by a “1-Cosine” discrete gust in a passive
manner. In this regard, three types of optimisation problems are defined
to find the optimum fibre orientation angles:
e Maximisation of the flutter/divergence speed.
e Minimisation of the root bending moment caused by a gust in a
passive manner.
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e Maximisation of the flutter/divergence speed and minimisation of
the root bending moment caused due to gust- a multi objective
problem.
4.2 Evolutionary Optimisation Methods
Two evolutionary algorithms, namely, Binary Genetic Algorithm (GA)
and Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) method are presented herein
and applied to the aeroelastic optimisation problems. GAis based on the
Darwinian Theory of natural selection and works on the survival of the
fittest principle, whereas the PSO concept mimics the behaviour of the
swarm of birds. In PSO, the particles compete and communicate
between each other and change their positions and speeds accordingly
and eventually achieve some desired objective(s).
Such methods produce a near optimum solution when applied in various
engineering fields (such as in the flutter problem) in much quicker time
for large parameter space solutions compared to an exhaustive search;
however, these methods do not guarantee that the solution is the global
optimum. The underlying concepts of these methods are discussed in
the next section.
4.2.1 Binary Genetic Algorithm-Basic Concepts
The basic concepts involved in BGAare as follows [76, 77]:
1. In a binary GA, the parameters of any system to be optimised
need to be represented by a series of 1s and 0s (based on binary code)
and called as a gene. Each element of the geneis often called a cell, for
example, the following represents a gene with ninecells
Gene 011011010.
Randomly, a pool of genes (the ‘parent’ genes) is created, each gene
representing a random solution.
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Dee The fitness of each random solution (the ‘parent’ gene) is
calculated, which is defined with a fitness function, for example, the
flutter speed of a wing.
3. Genes are then paired up randomly for the mating process and
this selection is biased towardsthe fitter genes of the population.
4, Crossover process (a main process) is performed on the paired
genes to generate a newset of genes (‘offspring’) with each ‘offspring’
representing a new set of possible solutions. The crossover process, for
example, for the two nine-cell genes can be represented as, where
partition line is generated randomly,
Gene one Gene two
Before Crossover 011011010 111010101
After Crossover 011010101 111011010
5. Mutation and translation are two low probability operations
(their probability is defined by the user, often assumed between 0.05-
0.1), which are performed after crossover operation, effectively to input
new information in the solution. In mutation, randomly a cell (or bit) is
changed whereasin the translation operation, cells (or bits) translate
their position and change the order within the gene randomly defined by
a partition line, highlighted as follows
Gene one
Before Mutation 011011010
After Mutation 011111010
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Gene one
 
 
Before Translation 011011010
After Translation 110100110
6. In the BGA,the best genes (elite genes) are carried forward to
the next generation to avoid losing a best solution.
7. New blood can be introduced by replacing the worst gene(s) in
the previous pool of genes. Concept behindit is to introduce completely
a new set of offspring that has not inherited any aspect of previous
generations (parents); and can be envisaged as to explore the design
space unbiased from the previous parents.
8. The sameprocess is repeated for the subsequent generations to
obtain the best cost function (i.e. flutter speed). User can define
termination criterion either to search some predefined number of
generations or when best cost does not vary after a certain number of
iterations.
The flow chart of BGA indicating various processes is shown in Figure
4.1.
4.2.2 Particle Swarm Optimisation
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)is a heuristic search method which
is based on a simplified social model that is closely tied to swarming
theory and intelligence in which each particle of the swarm has memory
and can also communicate with each other[78]. Such particle knows the
best value it has achieved and that position, and the swarm knows what
has the best value and the position. The position and velocity of each
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particle is updated by knowing the previous best values of each particle
and overall swarm suchthat for the kth iteration[78]
vi(k + 1) = wy, (k) +O, (Pp, (k) ~ x,(k)) air C1,(8; (k) ~ x,(k)) 2. 1)
x,(k +1) = x,(k)+v,(k) (2.2)
where vy; and x; are the velocity and position ofparticle i, p; and g, are
the best positions found by each particle and the entire population; 9,
and , are independent uniformly distributed random numbers and are
generated independently. w, c, and c, are the user defined inertia
factor (=1), particle belief factor (=2) and swarm belief factor (=2)
respectively.
w, c; and c> are inertia, self belief and swarm belief factors
respectively. These factors can be either constant or variable, selection
of which is the user discretion. A higher value of w changes the next
position of particle with a large value and creates a chance to miss the
(near) optimum point and lower value of which can make the search for
optimum an exhaustive one. Similarly, cy can be gradually increased
from lower value meaning that after certain numberofiterations belief
on swarm results increases. However, their sum must not increase more
then 4 [78]. In the present code, w=1 and c;=c2=2 i.e. a constant
fifty/fifty belief factor is assumed. Note that this PSO implementation
is a continuous search method, which meansthat it can pick any fibre
angle value.
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4.3 Aeroelastic Tailoring of the Composite Wing
The composite wing was optimised by applying both binary GA and
PSO methods. Three types of design optimisation problems were
investigated, namely
1) Aeroelastic tailoring to maximise Flutter/ Divergence Speed
2) Aeroelastic tailoring to search passive Gust Alleviated Design
3) Maximisation of the flutter/divergence speed and minimisation of
the root bending moment caused due to gust- a multi objective
problem.
The aeroelastic codes developed in Chapter 3 were utilised for these
aeroelastic-tailoring problems.
4.3.1 Wing model and problem Definition
A baseline wind tunnel rectangular composite wing model 1 of six
layers with three orientation variables i.e. (0;/02/03);, and composite
wing model 2 of ten layers with three orientation variables
Le (6, /(85), /(85 ),). are considered for optimisation.
Problem Definition
The fibre orientation angles are the optimisation parameters and because
of the symmetric layup assumption, numberof angles is three (0;/02/03)s
for the wing model 1. Although this might seemsto be a trivial problem
with only three parameters(0;/02/03), needing to be determined, because
of the highly coupled nature of the aeroelastic system (see Figure 3.15),
the optimised lay-up configuration is not easy to find[79].
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In total, 20 solutions (genes or particles) were used for each approach.
For each solution case, the methods was run for a maximum of 100
generations/iterations, with convergence wasconsidered to occurif best
solution did not vary for 20 iterations. Objective to run such an
exhaustive search was to analyse the optimised (0;/02/03); values
predicted by both the approaches. Such an exhaustive search was
applied for the maximisation offlutter/divergence case only.
4.3.2 Aeroelastic Tailoring to Maximise Stability
Speed-Application of Binary GA
A binary representation of the composite lay-up assigned 5 cells (32
possible orientations were chosen) to each layer, giving a gene length of
15 cells. The binary GA method already explained in the previous
section was employed, with 20 genes being included in the gene pool,
the 4 best genes saved after each iteration, a 90 % probability of
crossover, a 5% probability of mutation and a 10% likelihood of
translation.
The best speed and Orientations from 100 generations/iteration case is
shown in Table 4.2. Figure 4.2 showsthe best flutter speed solutions
and corresponding ply angles from 100 iterations for the wing model1.
From results we see that for majority of converged solutions, 0; is ~-
33.75° where as 02 has somescatter. 03 has shown a large scatter owing
to the fact that it is closest to the neutral axis and hence participates
least to the overall bending stiffness values of the composite wing.
The overall stiffness values for the optimum lay-up configuration are
also shown in Table 4.3, in which we seethat the torsion stiffness term
is ~50% of the bending stiffness and the bend-torsion stiffness is 30%
of the bendingstiffness.
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4.3.3 Aeroelastic Tailoring to Maximise Stability
Speed-Application of PSO
For the PSO approach, 20 particles were selected to make it consistent
with the BGA in which 20 genes were used. Convergence criterion also
remained the same and the PSO process continued for 100 iterations or
until convergence occurred.
The best speed and orientations from 100 iterations case is shown in
Table 4.4. Figure 4.2 shows the best flutter speed solutions and
corresponding ply angles from 100 iterations for wing model 1. From
results we see that for majority of converged solutions, 8; is ~-33°
where as 0 has very small scatter around 45° compared to binary GA.
83 has a very little effect on the flutter speed.
It is interesting to note the clustering effect on the solution, scatter for
PSO is much less compared to BGA.
The overall stiffness values for the optimum lay-up configuration is also
revealed in Table 4.5, in which wesee that the torsion stiffness term is
~50% ofthe bending stiffness and the bend-torsion stiffness is 30% of
the bendingstiffness and are very similar to the BGAresults.
4.3.4 Passive Gust Alleviated Design
Passive gust alleviated designs are the one for which the wing effective
angle of attack is lowered passively against the gust lift force. In order
to optimise the passive gust alleviated designs, the wing model two (see
section4.3.1) was employed. The objective was to find fibre angle lay-
up configurations for which Root Bending Moment caused by a “1-
cosine” discrete gust is minimal. The gust model as developed in
equation (3.48) was applied for this purpose. PSO was employedto find
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the optimum solution. Root Bending Momentand instability speed for
the optimised fibre orientations are presented in Table 4.6.
The Root Bending Moment and leading andtrailing edge tip deflection
are shownin Figure 4.4and Figure 4.5 respectively for the both baseline
and optimised designs against an input gust signal (see Figure 4.3). It is
interesting to note that, for the optimised design, leading edge tip
deflects more downward comparedto the trailing edge indicating that
wing tries to lower the effective angle of attack and hence we observe
minimal Root Bending Moment.
Flutter/Divergence speed for these fibre orientations is very poor
compared with the baseline design. Therefore, it can be said that best
passive gust alleviated design is poorin flutter/divergence response and
multi-objective design optimisation is required to address such type of
problems.
4.4 Multi-Objective Aeroelastic Tailoring
The fibre placement requirement in the composite structure to increase
the flutter/divergence speed conflicts that used to attain maximum gust
alleviation (increased downwash). Consequently, if the wing is
optimised considering just one of these parameters, it is likely that the
performanceof the other will be poor. Consider a multi-objective cost
function Q,,, that combines both requirements such that
 
Va Ri= mi minQset min(W¢* 7 + Wy * R ) (2.3)
max d
in which wr , Wg are weight factors whose sum equals unity, Va and
Vmax are the design and maximum flutter/divergence speed, and Ry and
Rmin are the design and minimum root bending moment. Setting either
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of the weight factors to unity gives the cases where oneofthe objective
functions is inactive, and by setting the weightings for various values
between 0 and 1 leads to the determination of the Pareto Frontier
[80]that defines the best multi-objective flutter speed and root bending
momentsolution for different weight factors.
The wing model two was considered and PSO was employed with 20
particles in each loop and a maximumtotal of 50 iterations conducted,
in order to optimise the lay-up for each set of weighting values.
Maximum flutter speeds and bending moments for different weighting
values are given in Table 4.7 and the points making up the Pareto
Optimal Curve are shown in Figure 4.6. As might be expected, the
maximum instability speed is obtained when the gust constraint is
inactive, and the minimum root bending moment obtained when the
flutter constraint is inactive. Note that the instability speed drops
significantly when only the gust response is considered, in this case
divergence instability is found. The ideal case would be when flutter
speed is 25.07 m/sec (whichis flutter only case) and RBM is 7.157 N.m
(which is the Gust only case). Here an average principle is applied
which means that sum of ratio of the flutter speed to the maximum
flutter speed and the RBM value to the minimum RBM value should be
close to 2( 2 value is the ideal case). Based on this criterion, the wy = 0.1
We = 0.9 case can be taken as the optimum deterministic lay-up
configuration.
Furthermore,it is interesting to note in Table 4.8 that the flutter speed is
23.83 m/sec for wr =0.9, 0.8, 0.7 and 0.6 even though these points
correspondto a large spread oforientations 0, ,8, and 0,. Forall these
wr values, similar ratios of torsional stiffness (Des) to bending stiffness
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(D1;) ~0.33, and bend-torsional stiffness (Dj) to bending stiffness (Dj)
~ -0.4, can be seen leading to the same flutter speed.
4.5 Conclusions
1. Binary GA and PSO codes are derived and employed
individually to optimise the Flutter/Divergence speed. In either
approach, we get quite a similar value of Dg6/D1; and Dj6/Dj; for
the optimised designs.
es PSOis adopted to predict passive Gust Alleviated design andit
has been found that these designs have poor flutter/divergence
speed. One of the reason is lack of the torsional stiffness i.e.
ratio of De6/D1; and Dj6/D); is small compared to other designs.
3. Passive Gust Alleviated design (fibre lay-up which has Dj6/Di\
positive sign) exhibit that when gust is encountered then the
leading edge deflection is more compared to the trailing edge
such phenomenonis often called as washout phenomenon.
4. BGA showed higher scatter of fibre angles results compared
with the PSO results; hence, PSO is a better method compared
with BGA.
Ss A multi-objective (objective one is to maximise the
Flutter/Divergence speed and objective two is to minimise the
Root Bending Moment) is formulated in the same cost function
to find a best design which came from the best Pareto Frontier
Design.
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Figure 4.3: Gust Signal
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Real 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Binary 000 001 010 O11 100 101 110 111
Theta(°) -67.5 -45 -22.5 0 22.5 45 67.5 90
Table 4.1: Real, binary and theta representation for Ply angle
Best Speed ©; (deg) Q2.(deg) 03 (deg)
(m/sec)
32.7660 -33.75 45 67.5    Table 4.2: Best Speed and Orientation [(-33.75/45/67.5);|for 100
solutions (Binary GA).
Di Di6 Doe
BGA   2.0269 -0.5888 1.0008   
Table 4.3: Bending, Bend-Torsion and Torsion Stiffness terms( BGA)
 
Best Speed ©, (deg) Q2(deg) 03 (deg)
(m/sec)
33.1330 -33.08 44.26 48.34    
Table 4.4: Best Speed and Orientations[(-33.08/44.26/48.34),] for 100
solutions (PSO)
Di Di6 D6o
 PSO   2.1078 -0.5638   1.0059  Table 4.5: Bending, Bend-Torsion and Torsionstiffness terms (PSO)
  
Flutter/Div RBM 0; 05 03
Speed (m/sec) (N.m) /(°) |(°) (°)
13.29 7.157 18.47] 1.64 -62.47
24.4* 7.26* -45* 45* uf     
* Represents baseline design
Table 4.6: Passive Gust Alleviated Design ( PSO)
a4
 
  
        
 
 
Wr Weg Flutter/Div. Root 0; 05 03
Speed Bending (°) (°) (°)
(m/sec) Moment
(N.m)
1.0 0.0 25.07 7.282 -42.4 47.96 -44.13
0.9 0.1 23.83 7.402 -23.52 -35.3 47.52
0.8 0.2 23.83 7.403 -24.31 -34.34 47.034
0.7 0.3 23.83 7.399 -34.94 -22.55 45.64
0.6 0.4 23.83 7.403 -33.11 -24.52 45.27
0.5 0.5 24.66 7.263 -45.35 43.55 -20.14
0.4 0.6 24.56 7.256 43.52 -45.41 -12.82
0.3 0.7 24.60 7.268 -43.53 44.85 -13.46
0.2 0.8 23.86 7.302 -38.69 1.60 55.60
0.1 0.9 24.73 Tas -45.73 40.08 -45.72
0.03 0.97 23.54 7.219 31.10 -36.57 30.96
0.02 0.98 23.22 7.221 -38.66 29.03 28.36
0.01 0.99 22.06 7.209 24.50 -35.94 24.30
0.0 1.0 13.29 7.157 18.47 1.64 -62.47
Table 4.7: Results of Deterministic Pareto Curve
wr We Di Die Deo Dos 7| Dio 1
(N.m) (N.m) (N.m) Di Dit
0.9 0.0 12.1184 -4.8096 4.0137 0.331 -0.397
0.8 0.2 12.1513 -4.8628 4.0286 0.331 -0.400
0.7 0.3 12.1918 -4.7651 3.9964 0.328 -0.391
0.6 0.4 12.2265 -4.8848 4.0329 0.33 -0.40       Table 4.8: Stiffness terms for Optimum Design
a2
 
Chapter 5
Uncertainty Theories, Modelling and their Application
5.1 Introduction
Traditional deterministic aeroelastic design approaches use safety
factors and worst-case design scenarios to account for uncertainties,
consequently produce designs whichare either conservative (inefficient
and overcompensated) or unknowingly dangerous designs[35] due to
inherent uncertainties. Shortcomings of the deterministic approaches
can be addressed through the use of either probabilistic or non-
probabilistic approaches by including the uncertainties and then
quantifying the measure of stability of the aeroelastic systems[25, 81,
82].
Various uncertainty theories [36-38, 41]can be applied to account for
uncertainties in the structural properties. The selection of which
uncertainty theory to use depends mainly upon the available
information; if the uncertainty can be modelled as following somesort
of distribution then probabilistic theory can be applied. When
information is scarce, or only bounds ofthe uncertainty are known, then
non-probabilistic theory can be a choice. In either of these probabilistic
or non-probabilistic approaches, bounds on aeroelastic stability and
response can be calculated which then can be utilized to produce a
reliable and robust design [25, 81].
In this chapter, two approaches are developed to predict the bounds on
aeroelastic stability and response, namely
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e Polynomial Chaos Expansion Method(PCE)- A_ probabilistic
Approach
o PCE- Regression Analysis
o PCE-Statistically Averaging Method(SAM)
e Interval Analysis Approach
o Non-probabilistic Approach
o Probabilistic Approach
These approaches will then be tested on various types of the wing
models to predict the bounds on the Flutter/ Divergence Speed and
variation in the Root Bending Moment (RBM)arising due to “1-
Cosine” discrete gust by considering uncertainties in the material
properties, fibre angle and thickness. Frequency Response Function
boundsare also predicted using the PCE approach. Results predicted by
these approaches are compared with Monte Carlo Simulation for
validation.
5.2 Polynomial Chaos Expansion Method
Polynomial chaos is an approach that exploits a polynomial based
stochastic space for the uncertainty representation and propagation
defined with the PDFs. Norbert Weiner [42], first introduced this
concept by representing the irregularities of the process ( such as
Brownian motion of the pollen particles on the surface of water) with
homogenouschaos.
Ghanem and Spanos [43, 44] proposed a convergent series for the
definition of the Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) in the form
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Wl il=1 i2=1 (5.1)
ee il 12
2 2 2 a ini3!3l5:, © 5. (8) §,0 \+...
il=1 i2=1 B3=1
in which {é,,(0)}? denotes a set of independent standard Gaussian
random variables and Ppl0aEi, (0 )| is a set of multidimensional
Hermite polynomials of order p,  ajy........aj, are deterministic
coefficients and 6 is used to represent the randomness. We write PCE
expression defined in Equation(5.1) as using only the first five terms
_ 2- 3 4.2u=B, +BS+B,6 I) +B,(6 -38)+B,6 —65° +3)+-.... (3.2)
in which ajp........ a. are represented by B: terms (i=1,2,3...N) andIp
Tale CG ecsexecesEin (0 )| represented with & terms. In equation(5.2), the first
two terms are Gaussian and rest are non-Gaussian. When the input
uncertain variables are Gaussian then equation(5.2) reduces to
u=B) +B5 (5.3)
and rearrangingit leads to
p= fo} (5.4)1
where Bo and B are mean and standard deviation of random variable
respectively. It can also be envisaged as unit normalization of the input
random variable. The standard deviation represents scatter of the
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variable, and hence defines the maximum and minimum values of & can
be determined for some given probability.
In a similar way, the output response of the system can be assumedto
contain the same Polynomial Chaos Expansion already defined in
equation(5.2). If we retain only first two terms of PCE (i.e. involving
B, and p, terms) this means that the output response is Gaussian.
However, if we include higher terms also, then this means that the
output response is non-Gaussian.
Furthermore, if the PDF of the uncertain variables are Gaussian then we
can use a Hermit Polynomial to represent these variables. In case, PDF
is not Gaussian, other polynomials may be used [45]such as Legendre
and Jacobi polynomial etc.( See Table 5.1)
S201 Generation of Hermite Polynomial Expressions
The workhere first defines the meaning of the Chaos dimension. Chaos
with one uncertain variable (such as the longitudinal Young’s modulus)
is 1-D while with two uncertain variables it is referred to as a 2-D
Chaos. n-D Chaos will then be for “n” number of uncertain variables
(such as fibre orientation angle, laminate thickness, longitudinal,
transverse and shear moduli, crack density etc.). Since the chaos is
represented with polynomials, the model developed will be referred to
as a Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) Model.
The order of the PCE model, whether it is 1-D, 2-D or n-D Chaos, is
identified from the maximum powerof€. € here represents the array of
the uncertain variables. With & a of power two,it is a second order PCE
model and so on.
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To derive the PCE model for the output response of any dimension and
order, polynomials I, , which are orthogonal, are required in the from,
[43]
p 3ft @ 3
PfEns o/s weisieine é&, |=(-1) e~ ae | (5.5)
where {¢} contains a vector of “n” variablesi.e. {Ec}yo and k=1,2,3..n
and p is the order of the Chaos.
1-Dimensional Polynomial Chaos model
In order to demonstrate the PCE models that are required for different
dimensions and order, consider first the 1-D Polynomial Chaos model
obtained by expanding equation (5.5) there only the first three terms
(p=0, 1, 2) are calculated, and further terms can be determined in a
similar way)[43]
 
Similarly, T,=¢'-3¢, ,=é'-62+3, T,=&-10é)+15éand
T, =€ -15é'+45é?-15. From these calculated polynomials, we can
formulate by multiplying each polynomial by unknowncoefficients /;
the 1-D PCE models of order=1, 2, 3,4,5,6 as follows (say output
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response is the flutter speed “V, ”) where i=Order of chaos and
j=Dimensionof chaos
1°‘ Order 1-D PCE Model
Ve = Bo t+ BS,
2™ Order 1-D PCE Model
V,, =Bot BE, +B,(@-1)
3" Order 1-D PCE Model
V,, = By + BS + By (@ -1)+B,(G -34)
4" Order 1-D PCE Model
V,, = Bot BE +B,(& 1) +B (& - 36) + 8, (4 - 68 +3)
5" Order 1-D PCE Model
Vy, = Bo + BS + Br (E,-1) + By (G-36) + B, (G! - 667 +3) + B, (@ - 108? +154)
6"" Order 1-D PCE Model
V,. = By +B+B (& -1) +B (G -36) +B, (G - 64 +3) +B, (G - 104? +152.) +...
Bo (Gf - 15g! +4527 -15)
2-Dimensional Polynomial Chaos model
Consider the case when there are two uncertain variables (say
longitudinal Young’s modulus and thickness of the plate represented by
é and é,), then equation (5.5) reducesto (only the first six terms (p=0,
1, 2) are calculated, and further terms can be determined in a similar
way)[43], when there is more than one variable, interaction terms can
arise, for example, for ¢ and €,),[43]. Interaction terms are
representing the interaction of uncertain parameters and likely to
capture the effect (if any) on the overall response of the system. /
coefficients ( obtained after the regression analysis) relating to these
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termsare likely to be of minimal value(s) when the contribution of such
interaction towards the overall response is small.
_ (yy 24)ale) _ ¢_ yy ale)O(a) O71r(&)=(-le OE, (-I)e OE, =(-VECIe?) = Ci
     5e)= o Fa
aE
i+8)] (#2) 0 _
=e E aici+)) =5)
Lgea) Meal 1242)
(
@ e+rs&s) = (- 1) e? roe e 2( ) __ol (Ee at ')
= ei")8“ggate)al-=(@+))
(EE) =(-1yeX)6992(g—)
 
Similarly, T;(¢)=¢)-36, T;(€.4)=4(@-land &(&-1), and
T,(é,)=& -36,. For the 3" order case, but note that there are now two
3
ag063
 interaction terms depending upon whetherthe differentiation is
oOor = ;075205)
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From these calculated polynomials, we can then formulate by
multiplying each polynomial by unknowncoefficient £,, the 2-D PCE
models of order=1, 2, 3 as follows (say output response is the flutter
speed “V,. ' *)
1“ Order 2-D PCE Model
Vi, = Pot Bot Bas
2" Order 2-D PCE Model
Ve =By + BS, + Bids + Bs(@ -1)4 B64 +B (E -1)
3" Order 2-D PCE Model
Ve =Byt BE + Bo + By (G-1)+ 8,664 8 (&-1)+...
+B,(€)-34)+ B,(&(@ -1))+&(4(€-1)) +8 (E -36)
Generalisation of n-D and 1, 2 and 3 Order PCE Models
For the case of n-D and 1** Order PCE model, one can write in general
form as
n
Vi, = By +>(B4) (5.7)
i=l
Similarly, generalisation of n-D and 2"' Order PCE model can be
written as
n-D and 3Order PCE model will take the form as
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n n n
Vs, = By + DBS + DBva (2 -1)+[Bu ‘)
J=2j>t
J#l
>Pan (6-38)[Sa ‘) ¥(2-1) +o. (5.9)
(SB «(Es vs
j=2 J#i
j>i
jal
I>j
The equation (5.9) needs two vector arrays {B;} and {¢,}, in which {&}
is known (due to the known input Gaussian distribution based
uncertainty) and {B;} is unknown. The sample based techniques such as
the regression analysis or the statistically averaging method can be
applied to calculate the unknown {B;} coefficients to finally know the
PCE models[44, 47].From the various available sampling methods, an
efficient Latin Hyper Cube sampling technique is applied and explained
in the following section.
5.2.2 Latin Hypercube Sampling Technique
A regression analysis[47], for example, can predict the {B;} coefficients
of the PCE model. The difficulty in this process is that we need a large
number of {é,} samples and could be a problem for large order ofthe
systems, because it is very much possible that the samples are clustered
on any part of the PDF whereas we are interested on the high
probability area and tails of the PDF as shown in Figure 5.1. We adopt
Latin Hypercube sampling technique to overcomethis difficulty. Latin
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Hypercube samples take equal probability points on PDF ensuring to
capture response on all PDFpoints and introduce minimum variance in
the response[83].
However, if we are interested to produce PDF with a confidence level of
99 %, we can then emulate equation (5.2) after calculating {B;} terms as
shown in Figure 5.2. Here regression analysis and statistical averaging
method are presentedto predict {B;} coefficients.
5.2.3 Determination of {s,| Coefficients-Regression
Analysis
A regression model [47]is fitted based on the computed data to
determine the unknown {B;} coefficients described, for example, in
equation (5.9) relating the flutter speed or root bending moment to
variations in Young’s modulus. An efficient Latin Hypercube sampling
technique wasapplied to ensure that the test cases coverall portions of
the input variable range, produce relatively small variances of the
response and that only relatively few cases need to be considered. The
key steps are as follow
Step1: Latin Hypercube Sampling for input parameter
Suppose we have Longitudinal Young’s modulus as an uncertain
variable and are interested in the effect this has on the flutter speed, let
us first generate its LHS samples. For every value of €, Longitudinal
Young’s modulusis calculated from equation(5.3).
Step2: Calculation of B; coefficients
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Having established € and corresponding Longitudinal Young’s modulus,
flutter speed of the wing is calculated by using the aeroelastic code
developed in Chapter 3 or Finite Element Aeroelastic Model developed
in NASTRAN. Suppose, we fit 2"? Order 1-D PCE model then
following expression holds
Vrs = B+ BE, +B, (G -1) (5.10)
In matrix form wecan arrangeit as
Te l est ei vai
Is 1 Cs &, ~ l B1 é, &-1|/"°Ay} _}l os S15 B (5.11)
Ii l Cea Gea 1 B,
fil Ul é&, &-1
where n is number of samples andé, represents the 1°‘ sample value of
é,. In equation(5.11), we know first ([f,]) and ({r(é)]}) second
matrices, from which the unknown {B;} values can be calculated by
solving the simultaneous linear equations.
Step 3: Formulation of the PCE Model
Having determined the regression model coefficients and then
substituting these coefficients into equation(5.10), it is computationally
efficient (increasingly so for more complicated FE structure or
aerodynamic models) to use this model to emulate manydifferent cases
covering the variation of the uncertainty (different ¢ values). A PDF of
the resulting variation, say of the root bending momentor flutter speed,
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can then be determined. The flow diagram shown in Figure 5.3
highlights the key steps involved in this method. Note that there is no
restriction on the resulting distribution.
5.2.4 Determination of {B;} Coefficients- Statistical
Averaging Method
The structure of the orthogonal polynomials can be exploited to find the
{B;} coefficients by statistically averaging the response [44]. For
example, consider om Order 1-D PCE model
Vi, = By + BE +By(G-1). In this model, I, =1,6,¢/—-land three
unknown {B;} coefficients are £f,,8,. In order to find these
coefficients, we need three equations, which can be formulated by
multiplying one by one each I’, to the V,,, model and then taking the
expected value operation of the product as follows
(1)By = WV, — DBE, - OB, (G1) >
(By) = (Vian) (BS) (Bs (@-1)) = (5.12)
fy = (V,.,)-0-0 = (Via)
Where () represents the expected value operation and (€)=0
Ag)sl.
The equation (5.12) means that take the mean value of V,,, obtained
from all the Latin Hyper Cube Samples.
Similarly, we can write B, as follows (in this case I;=¢, which will be
multiplied to the V,,, model)
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(B5.)¢ =(E)V> —(&)(1) Bo —f, (é)( -1)=>
(4)(Vin)) (5.13)
Denominator of the equation (5.13) is known exactly (=1) whereas
numerator can be calculated by taking the expected value operation of
the product of each realisation of LHS and the corresponding flutter
speed.
By following the same procedure we can write the B, as follows
Denominator of equation (5.14) is known exactly (=2) and numerator
can be calculated by taking the expected value operation of the involved
product variables.
The denominator conditions are tested against the sample size i.e. when
the LHS are 120, (¢) = 0.9917 and ((éi -1)) = 1.7247, whereas these
should be 1 and 2 respectively. The difference becomes almost zero for
20,000 samples i.e. both comes out to be 0.9999 and 2.0003
respectively. Consequently, one obvious reason of taking less samplesis
that the £, coefficient will have a discrepancy whereas for /, it should
be minimal.
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Convergence study for regression and SAM approaches
A convergence study for the {p;} coefficients obtained from the PCE-
regression and PCE-SAM approaches is conducted. A wind tunnel
model of the composite wing model 2 with the lay-up configuration of
(-40,-20,15,0,-45,-45), is chosen as a test case. The longitudinal
Young’s Modulusis the uncertain variable, has a Gaussian PDF with a
0.03 coefficient of variation. Results for the {B;\ coefficients for the
various values of LHSare shownin Table 5.2. £, coefficient is same in
both the approaches, while /£, has a minimal and /, has a large
discrepancies. It can be concluded that the PCE-SAM must have /, and
f, terms only, as an approximation, if applied to predict the flutter
PDF.
5.2.5 Application of PCE Method- A_ Regression
Analysis Approach
In this section, the PCE method with regression analysis is applied to
following wing models
e Wind tunnel model of the composite wing
e Morerealistic full scale aircraft composite wing FE model
e The Goland wing
Example 1a: Flutter and RBM PDF for wind tunnel model of the
composite wing
In order to demonstrate the concept, we analyse the wind tunnel
composite wing model 2 with a total of 12 composite layers with lay-up
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configuration of (-40,-20,15,0,-45,-45),. The longitudinal Young’s
Modulusis the uncertain variable with a coefficient of variation of 0.03,
mean value 98GPa and has a Gaussian distribution. Various Orders of
PCE models were tested for prediction of the flutter speed PDF, such as
Vy = By +B, > Vin = fy + Bids + B, (4 -1) 7
V3) =f, +B, +B, (¢ -1)+B, ( ~3é,);
Vira = B, +B +B, (¢ -1)+, (é —32,)+B, (gi — 66 +3) (5.15)
The {£,' coefficients were calculated for 20 LHSrealisations and are
given in Table 5.3. PDF plots are shown in Figure 5.4a and we get
similar PDF plots for various orders of PCE models.10,000 Monte
Carlo Simulation were conducted to validate the results predicted by the
PCE-Regression Models and a very good agreement of PDF predicted
by 2"! Order PCE and MCS(10,000)is observed (see Figure 5.4b).
Various Orders of the PCE models for prediction of the Root Bending
Moment (RBM) PDF were also tested (same as defined in the equation
(5.15) except that the RBM is now ontheleft hand side). The input gust
signal is shownin the Figure 3.11b.
|B, | coefficients are calculated for 20 LHSrealisations andare given in
Table 5.4.PDF plots are shown in Figure 5.5a and weobtain similar
PDFplots for various orders of PCE models. Monte Carlo Simulationis
conducted to validate the RBM results predicted by PCE-Regression
Modeland a very good agreement of PDF predicted by 2"! Order PCE
and MCS(10,000) is observed (see Figure 5.5b)
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Example 2: Flutter PDF for full-scale aircraft composite wing
As a more realistic test case, the full-scale composite wing finite
element model 4 was implemented. Table 3.3 defines the lay-up
orientation and material properties of the composite layers that were
used. The longitudinal Young’s modulus was treated as uncertain
variable with coefficient of variation of 0.02 and mean value of
140GPa. 20 LHS samples were considered to build PCE model. 1200
MCSwere conducted and the PDFs of the PCE model and MCSare
shown in Figure 5.6. Mean flutter speed and standard deviation are
shownin Table 5.5. The results showed an excellent agreement.
Example 3: Flutter PDF for the Goland wing
Finally, the PCE Method was applied to the Goland wing model3 (see
Figure 3.3. A 7-D chaos model is required as there are seven uncertain
variables, their upper, lower and mean values are given in Table 5.6.
Three PCE models arefitted;
Ist Order
Ving = By + BS, + Bod, + Bey + Bye, + BE, + Bs + BoC, (5.16)
2" Order PCE
roy = By + Bie, + Boks + Bes + Baka + Boks + Boks + Bik + By (Gf-1)+-.
Boies + BroSids + BrSies + Birhids + Bigs + BuSidr + Bis (G1) +.
Brobabs + Brbdrks + Babits + Botihe + BiSits +B (G-Y+— 5.17)
Barks + Bases + Baslsks + Basesér + Bas (S = 1) + Bribags +
Bakke + BooSatr + Bro (G -1) + BuiSsks + BnSshs + Bss (G1) +.
Bskoér + Bss(G -1)
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In order to examinethe effects of more {/,} coefficient terms on the
tails of flutter speed PDF, PCE model is extended to the 3™ order.
Because of involved seven uncertain variables, its expression is quite
long and is given below
Vin = Bo + Bid + Boks + Bry + Bids + Boks + Bok + Bods + By (@ -1) + BEG +-.
BroSids + BrSide + Birdie + BrsSibe + BrsSids + Bis (G2 -1) + Brads + Bin Sods +
Biskaks + BroSres + Baokaks + Bar (63 -1)+ Bardsts + BasSsds + BasSaSe + Bostshr +
Bag (Ei. - 1) + Bar Sids + Bos Saks + BasSaks + Buy (G2 -1) + Budede + BaSse +
Bs (62-1) + Brakods + Bas (GF -1) + Bas (& - 36.) + Bar (GE - 6) + Bs (25 -&)+
Bay (6764 - S41) + Bao (67os - Ss) + Bar (SS - Ss) + Bur (67S - &) + Bas (G - 34) +...
(626, -&) + Bas (2S, - &) + Bas (261 - 4) + Bas (2S - &) + Bas (2S, - &)+
(
Bus (@E,-&)
Bay (BE - &) + Boo (G - 36) + Bs (BE - G) + Bor (GE - &) + Bs (BE, -&)+
Bss (SEs -— &) + Bss (2&6 - 6) + Bao (SS - &) + Bsr (Ei) - 36.) + Bos (2 - &) +-
Bos (Ges — Es) + Bou (GE, -— &) + Bor (Es — Ss) + Bor (GPS, — Ss) + Bos (G2- &) +.
Bos (68 - 3&5) + Bos (GE, - &) + Bos (2S — &) + Bor (BE - &) + Bos (BE, - &) +---
Bos (€2&6 — &6) + Bro (GE - &) + Br (62 - 36) + Br (26 -&) + Bas (EG -&) +--
Boa (SEs — $5) + Bas (S2Es — $a) + Bas (SEs — Ss) + Bar (S0o1 - $1) + Bra (63 - 345) +-- (5.18)
Bry (636, - &) + Bao (GES) + Bar (GE - &) + Bar (Ei - 1) + Bas (GE -&)+
Bsa (ge&- &,)+ Bes (616263) + Bao (4:62%4) + Bar (616245) + Bas (61426) + Bas (66:47) + ---
Boy (E81) + Bor (E5585) + Bor (G.Ss8) + Bos (Gis) + Bos (G:8:E5) + Bos (E615)+
Bos (E€s8) + Bor (E1856) + Bos (48581) + Bos (66085) + Biv (8541) + Bir (GSEs) + ---
Bor (G:6:46) + Bios (G:856)) + Bios (G28s8s ) + Bios (G284%6) + Bros (8541) + Bros (S288)+
Bros (£2851) + Bros (€28082) + Brio (E6185) + Bis (Q.Saho) + Bris (Gs4S7) + Burs (GSseo)+
Bra (605561) + Bras (6sSs%0) + Bras (SsSs67) + Birr (Cahoer) + Bris (SsE5%1)
As weincrease order of the PCE model, the {/,} coefficients increase
from 8 (for 1Order PCE) to 119(for 3"! Order PCE). Generally,
minimum numbers of LHS required are of generally the order of3[63],
which meansthat for the1*' Order PCE model we need 24 LHSandfor
the 3 Order PCE model we require 357 LHS. The {f,} coefficients
from the PCE-Regression analysis are shown in Table 5.7 whereas the
remaining {f,' coefficients for 3“ Oder PCE are shown in Table 5.8.
PDFfor 1°, 2"? and 3" Order PCE-Regression models are shown in
Figure 5.7 for 360 LHS. The mean flutter speed predicted by various
orders of PCE models showed similar results. One of the main reasons
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for this is that the {8} coefficients for the higher order termsof the
uncertain variables are of very small values.
5.2.6 Application of PCE Method- Statistical
Averaging Method (SAM)
Example 1: Flutter PDF for the Goland wing model 3
Apply the PCE-SAM to the Goland wing with 120 and 360 LHS. PDF
predicted by PCE-Regression and PCE-SAM are shownin Figure 5.8a
and Figure 5.8b and an excellent agreement is noticed. In this case,
increase in LHSsize hasnot any significant affect on the flutter PDF. In
case of 120 LHS, 2™ Order PCE,.PCE-SAM and MCSare shown in
Figure 5.8c. A very good agreement can be seen. PCE-SAM may be
adopted as a quicker approximation.
5.3 Prediction of Uncertain Frequency Response
Function Bounds-PCE Method
The frequency response function is the representation of the dynamic
characteristic of the mechanical structure. The case considered here is
the prediction of the bounds of the Frequency Response Function (FRF)
of a given structure.
A Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE-Regression) method is used to
predict uncertainty regression models of the various parameters that
make up a curvefit of the FRF : natural frequencies, damping ratios,
complex amplitudes, mass andstiffness residuals, by making use ofan
efficient Latin Hypercube technique. These uncertainty models are then
combined to efficiently determine PDFs of the parameters and also the
uncertainty bounds of the FRFs. The approach is demonstrated using
two examples; a simple beam containing uncertainty in Young’s
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Modules, and a full-scale aircraft composite wing model containing
uncertainties in both Young’s modulus and the shear modulus. The
results were compared with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) and it was
found that the parameter PDFs and FRF error bounds obtained using a
2" order PCE model agreed very well whilst requiring significantly less
computation.
5.3.1 Mathematical Model- Formulation of
Deterministic Frequency Response Function (FRF)
The equations of motion of a multi-degree of freedom vibration system
can be modelled in the classical form [84] for response y to input force f
as
[Ml +[Cly +[Kly =f (5.19)
where [M], [C] and [K] are the mass, damping andstiffness matrices
respectively. The solution of the homogenous form of equation (5.19)
can be used to determine the natural frequencies, damping ratios and
corresponding mode shapes. However, assuming a harmonic input and
response, the Frequency Response Function matrix H_ between
sinusoidal forcing position f at frequency and output y is found as
[84]
y(o) = H(a) f(a) (5.20)
where the FRF matrix is defined as
H(o) =[K +iaC -o’M]' (5.21)
It is commonpractice to fit the FRF between each input and output for
the first n dominant modesin the form
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A,mopeerrpelneteieAci (5.22)i1O5 —@° +2jC,.0,0 o 
in which 4,are the complex residues, and A, and B. are mass and
stiffness residuals respectively and H,(«) is the fitted FRF. It is usual
to perform a two stage procedure to identify the above model, firstly the
frequencies and damping ratios are calculated either from the
eigensolution of the system equations (5.21) or by using a curvefitting
technique such as the Rational Fraction Polynomial method[85] applied
to measured input-output data. Then a linear curve-fit is performed on
equation (5.22) in order to determine the residual and residue
coefficients.
If we have two uncertain variables, for instance the longitudinal
Young’s modulus and shear modulus, then it is referred to as a 2-D
Polynomial Chaos model. The order of the model is inferred from the
maximum powerof&. Using equation(5.1), the expanded form for a 2-D
Polynomial Chaos model in which &, and €, are uncertain parameters,
can be written as
Wand = By +ByE) +Bob+B3 6] -D+B4885 +B5 (65 -D (5.23)
The complex amplitude PCE model can be expressed in terms ofreal
and imaginary parts such that
Wong = Bop +Bi p51 +BapSo +B 3, Ep -D +B4,885 +B5,(63 -D+-, ; (5.24)
{Bo +Bi{5y +BaiSo +B3) 6] —D +B 4i5)5o +B56> -1))
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This complex PCE model was converted to amplitude and phase by
taking the magnitude and angle between the real and imaginary parts.
Here £,are coefficients of the real part of PCE model and 8;are
coefficients of the imaginary part of the PCE model.
5.3.2 Determination of PCE-FRF Models
PCE regression models are developed by applying the uncertainty
models in section 5.2 to the FRF representation described in section
5.3.1 as follows.
1) Determine a range of test cases based upon Latin Hypercube
sampling[83] for the variable parameters (e.g. Young’s Modulus)
2) Compute the required FRFs for each test case using the FE model
with the prescribed parameters defined in equation (5.20)
3) Curve-fit each FRF in twosteps:
i. Using the eigenvalue solution or the Rational Fraction
Polynomial method [84, 85] to determine the frequency and
damping of each mode
ii. Estimate the residues and residuals using the Least Squares
Frequency Domain approach[84]
4) Perform a regression analysis [47] to build individual PCE models, as
described in section 5.2, based upon the estimated parameters from each
FRF(frequencies, dampings, residues and residuals)
5) The PCErepresentations can be usedto efficiently emulate the PDF
of each parameter, or directly applied to equation (5.20) for the FRF
bounds.
Note that there is no restriction on the resulting distribution. If
required, it is feasible to curve-fit the PDFs to determine the type and
coefficients of the distribution.
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S03 Simple Beam Model Example
Asa first example, a simple uniform beam finite element model which
accounts for bending only in one plane (and without shear deformation
or torsion) is developed to predict the dynamic response of a simple
cantilever beam. The beam element is expressed as a cubic polynomial
which leads to the well known expressions for the local element mass
and stiffness matrices
156
=
22L 54. -13L 12) 6L 12 6L
a 3.2 EI} 6L 4L? -6L 2L?mal 22L, 41 13L 3L k= D EL (5.25)
420); 54 13L 156 —22L Lo }-l2 - L
-3L -3L2 -22L 4.2 6L 2L? -6L 4L?
 
where L is the element length, m, is mass per unit length and EIis the
flexural rigidity. A total of 10 elements were used to assemble the
global mass and stiffness matrices, with proportional damping being
introduced in the equation of motion in the usual manner suchthat
|C|=a[M]+,|K] (5.26)
where a and were taken as 0.2 and 0.0001 respectively.
The deterministic FRF, obtained between two points the simple
cantilever FE model, is shown in Figure 5.9 along with a typical curve-
fit. Note that the apparent large differences in the phase plot are
erroneous andare due to the phase being plotted between +180° so that,
for example, -181° is plotted as 179°. This type of phase variation often
occurs on commercial software and is not due to inaccuracies in the
fitting process. A 1-D chaos model with variable Young’s modulus of
coefficient of variation of 0.05 was used to impart uncertainty into the
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model. A total of 15 Latin Hypercube Samples were taken to provide
data for the second order regression fit. PDF plots, as predicted by PCE
model, for the first three frequencies and damping ratios are shown in
Figure 5.10,Figure 5.11,Figure 5.12,Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 along
with PDFs of the complex residues in terms of magnitude and phase,
and also the residuals. To assess the quality of these PDFs, Monte Carlo
Simulations were conducted with a total of 10,000 samples to construct
equivalent PDFs. Excellent agreement is observed in each of the PDF
plots for the various parameters as demonstrated with very similar mean
and standard deviation results given in Table 5.11.
Based on these models, a PCE model for the FRF was developed by
taking 15 Latin Hypercube samples across the entire frequency range.
The FRF-PCE model was then emulated to predict 99% confidence
bounds on the FRF, which were compared with 10,000 MCSresults as
shown in Figure 5.15. An excellent comparison was achieved for the
meanvalues and also the upper and lower bounds.
5.3.4 More Realistic Full Scale Aircraft Composite
Wing Example
As a morerealistic test, the composite wing finite element model 4 was
implemented. A Finite Element Model of this wing was developed
using NASTRANwith the FRF analysis performed assuming 2 percent
structural damping. A typical FRF between the leading andtrailing
edge wing tips shown in Figure5.16. Again the curve-fitting procedure
gives goodresults.
A PCE model for FRF by taking 60 Latin Hypercube Samples was
developed in which 2-D chaos wasintroduced via longitudinal Young’s
modulus and shear modulus of wing’s spars, skins and ribs. Coefficient
ofvariation on longitudinal Young’s modulus and shear modulusis 0.02
with mean of 140GPa and 5.0GParespectively. Both variables have a
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normal distribution. The individual-PCE models were then emulated
producing PDFplots which are shownin Figure 5.17,Figure 5.18,Figure
5.19and Figure 5.20. A Monte Carlo Simulation was conducted with a
total of 1000 samples to assess the PDFs predicted using the PCE
method and it can be seen that there is a good agreement, althoughit
must be rememberedthat there are far fewer MCScalculations with this
example which have resulted in a more disjointed amplitude behaviour
of the MCS PDFs comparedto the first example, but in all cases the
frequency distribution is similar. Table 5.12 shows the excellent
agreement between the mean and standard deviation for all of the
individual modal parameters. Finally, when the individual PCE
regression models are combined to give the FRF-PCE model, Figure
5.21 showsthat the FRF confidence bands have a very good agreement.
5.4 Interval Analysis Approach
In this section, an interval analysis with probabilistic and non-
probabilistic approaches is derived and demonstrated by using the same
aeroelastic examplesas before.
5.4.1 Interval Analysis Approach
Wheninformation of the uncertain parameters is imprecise, or the data
distributions are not available but only their bounds are known, the
interval analysis approach can be a suitable choice to predict the bounds
on the response e.g. on the flutter speed. In such scenario, uncertain
parameters can be defined in the interval notation as [39, 40]
[up,up] =[up, — Aup,up, + Aup] (5.27)
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where up, up, up,and Aup represents lower bound, upper bound,
mean and variation in each uncertain parameter vectors respectively.
Variation in each uncertain parameter can be written as
up—-u= = Jeup (5.28) 
For example, if up, =100, up =101 and up =99, then Aup=1.
The aeroelastic equations for N-dof are solved by converting them into
the classical eigensolution form ((Q-IA)x, =(0), in which the system
matrix ‘QO’ is not deterministic but has some boundsas the structural
parameters such as the material properties, fibre orientation angle and
laminate thickness have bounds defined in equation (5.27).
Consequently, the eigenvalue and eigenvectors will also have bounds
and can be approximated with their Taylor series expansion[48, 49, 86,
87]. For example, the eigenvalue and root bending momentexpressions
becomefor n uncertain terms
“. ORe(A "ORRe(A) = Re(A)|,,, + (iup,) and Roy = Romlp aeSup.) (5.29)
i=] i
are the real part of the eignenvalue and thewhere Re(A)|,, and R,,,|uPo UPo
root bending moment at the mean of the uncertain parameter vector
d(Re(A))containing ‘i=1,2,..n’ uncertain variables respectively and an
Pj
and Sw are the gradient ofthe real part of the eigenvalue and the root
up;
bending moment dueto each uncertain variables respectively evaluated
at their mean values.
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Key steps and explanation to find the flutter speed bounds are as
follows:
1. Perform a deterministic analysis and note the Re(A(V))|,,,
against a number of speeds below and above the deterministic flutter
speed. The deterministic flutter speed corresponds to the speed value
where Re(A(V))| =0.Upy
 
2. Repeat step 1 but with up, +dup,, where dup, is a very small
value.
3. Work out (Re(4())) _{ REAM) linysin REAM), ) (5.30)
Oup, ~ Oup,
Such scheme is often called as the forward difference scheme for
evaluating the approximate gradient values. Backward or central
difference scheme, the Nelson method [88-90]or NASTRAN 200
sensitivity solver can also be utilised instead. NASTRAN 200
sensitivity solver calculates the gradient exactly. Note by doing so, the
gradients are found at a number of speeds below and above the
deterministic flutter speed. In the present work, NASTRANsolver 200
and the forward difference schemebothareutilised.
4. Examination of Re(i) = Re(A)|,, +5RO(sup) shows that
UPo Cup i
i=l i
maximaand minimaof Re(Z)lies in an interval of up,<up, < up, . This
then means that at each speed, the maximum and minimum values of
Re(A) can be obtained bysetting up the global optimisation problem
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for Re(A)within  up,<up, <up, and consequently becomes a
computationally expensive approach. In the present study, a linear
approximation is made by assuming that the maximum and minimum of
Re(A) lies at the maximum and minimum values of up,. Such an
assumption maynotlikely to produce the exact maximum and minimum
of Re(A) and some discrepancy may be noted compared with the
maxima and minima results of Re(A) obtained from the
computationally inefficient global optimisation problem as stated
earlier. Applying the interval theory [39, 40, 82] to the real part of the
eigenvalue ‘4° and the root bending moment R,,, defined in the
equation (5.29) as
Re(A)' =Re(A)|,,,, + a(Re(A))
~[aR,. 531
CNap) and Ryy! =Riy ho + Saal(
aup) ( )  
osowhere (Aup;' ) is the interval values of the uncertain parameter ‘i’.
Maximum and minimum of Re(/)can be written as
. nla(R d))(Re@)|(Aup,) > REwin (2) = RECA) lp, >SCHayp,) (5. 32)
 
 nay (A) = Re) |yp, yee)
It is to mention here that the upper and lower boundsof the real part
defined in the equation (5.31) change with speed, whereas the upper and
lower bound of the root bending momentdefined in the equation (5.31)
are constant values defined at particular flight condition. Equating
equation (5.31) to zero, gives upper and lower bound of the flutter
speed.
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It is also possible to extend the non-probabilistic interval analysis
approach [49]by adopting probability theory. Uncertain parameters
treated earlier in the non-probabilistic way are now assumed to have a
Gaussian distribution with 0 mean and oy being their standard
deviation. Applying expected value operations to equation (5.29) leads
to
e(Re(2))= (Ret,)+6($%(aip)) > (Re)) = E(Re) ly, ) + o(5)weg((Gup,)) = (5.33)E(Re(A)) = E(Re(A) |, )
and
 E(Ri) = E(Royly) +(5oe (Sup, ) => E(Ry) = E (Rowlp, ) + e(52) E((8up,)) >
in which E ((Sup, )) =0. This showsthat mean value ofthe real part of
the eigenvalue is same as the deterministic case
The variance of Re(A) [48, 49] can be written as
2, 0(Re(A)) A(Re(A))(Re()) )Var(Re(A)) = 3(4Sup| Var(up,)+ >) >? om oov(up,up,) (9-34)
isl j=
  
J
where Cov(up,,up,)is the covariance matrix of the random variables
and for the uncorrelated variables it is zero, and the variance reducesto
Var(Re(A)) = (5Ce) Var(up,) (5.35)
Once the mean and variance are calculated from the equations (5.33)
and(5.35), the upper and lower boundsofthe real part of eigenvalue can
be predicted from[49]
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(5.36)Re(2)= E(Re(A) hin ) +,/Var(Re(A))hRe(2) =E(Re(A)|,,, )— Var(Re(A))
In a similar way, the upper and lower bounds of the root bending
momentare calculated.
Example 1: Flutter speed bounds for the full-scale aircraft
composite wing
The more realistic full-scale composite wing model example (used in
section 5.2.5) is analysed with the non-probabilistic interval analysis
approach. The longitudinal Young’s modulus has been treated as an
uncertain variable with bound values of [127.4GPa-152.6GPa] and
mean value of 140GPa. NASTRANsolver 200 was used to calculate the
gradients. After setting equation (5.31)equal to zero, the upper flutter
speed (175.023m/sec) and lower flutter speed (163.448m/sec) were
found. V-g plot is shown in Figure 5.22. These results are in excellent
agreement with PCE and MCS methods(see Table 5.9).
Example 2: Wind tunnel composite wing model with six uncertain
variables
In this example, 2" Order PCE, probabilistic and non-probabilistic
Interval approaches are tested for the wind tunnel composite wing
model2 with fibre angles of((0, =-20),,(0, =15),,(0; =-45),), and which
has six uncertain variables was considered. In this example, E; , Gi2 ,
total thickness, @,, @, and 6, are treated as uncertain parameters. The
bound on longitudinal Young’s modulus was taken as [90.65GPa,
105.35GPa] with a mean of 98 GPa, and the bounds on shear modulus
was [5.18GPa, 6.02GPa] with mean of 5.6GPa, the bounds on total
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thickness were [1.584mm, 1.632mm] with mean of 1.608mm, the
bounds on 6, were [-19°,-21°] with mean of -20°, the bounds on @, was
[14.25°,15.75°] with mean of 15° and finally the bounds on 0, were[-
42°,-48°] with mean of -45°. Predicted bounds on flutter speed and root
bending momentwith probabilistic and non-probabilistic approaches are
shown in Figure 5.23. It has been observed that the probabilistic
approach predicted tighter bands compared to the non-probabilistic
approach. 6-D chaos wasintroduced into a 2"! Order PCE model to
predict PDF with same uncertain parameters (shown in Figure 5.23). 60
LHS samples were taken to predict the p; coefficients. Bounds are
calculated and presented in Table 5.10. Results of the probabilistic
Interval Analysis Method are generally in good agreement with the
Polynomial Chaos Expansion Method. It has also been observed that
non-probabilistic Interval Analysis Method predicted higher bounds
compared to either PCE or the probabilistic Interval Methods.
5.5 Conclusions
1. The PCE approachhas been explored in the various engineering
fields but in the present work is adopted and applied for the first
time to analyse the aeroelastic stability and response of various
types of the wing models.
2. The developed PCE approach has two versions of models i.e.
PCE-regression[47] and PCE-SAM. In PCE-regression, a
regression analysis and LHS technique is adopted to predict
involved beta coefficients, which were then utilized to produce
PDFestimates. In PCE-SAM,the beta coefficients are predicted
by performing the statistical averaging method, which was
possible due to the orthogonal structure of PCE.
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In the PCE-regression approach, systems of linear equations are
solved to predict the beta coefficients, whereas in the PCE-SAM
orthogonal structure of the polynomials are used to predict the
beta coefficients by solving each coefficient equation
independently to build the PDF.
PCE-SAMpredicts the Gaussian part of the response and if non-
Gaussian part is required, then large number of samples is
required. In doing so the essence of computational efficiency is
lost, therefore, PCE-SAM is limited to the 1“ order terms i.e.
Gaussian part of the response only. For the flutter speed bounds
of the Goland wing having seven uncertain variables, both PCE-
regression and PCE-SAM showedsimilarresults.
The PCE approach has been tested on the wind tunnel wing
model, the Goland wing and full-scale aircraft FE composite
wing model to quantify their aeroelastic stability by including
uncertainties; and results predicted by the PCE approach are in
excellent agreement with the Monte Carlo simulation results and
with much less computationaltime.
The Interval Analysis approach (probabilistic and  non-
probabilistic) has been derived by using the perturbation and
interval theory[39, 40, 48, 49]. The real part of the eigenvalues
are approximated with the First order Taylor series expansion,in
which gradient of each real part of eigenvalue is calculated with
a finite difference scheme and also by performingthe sensitivity
analysis in NASTRAN. A further approximation is made by
assuming that maximum (minimum)ofthe response variation is
at the maximum (minimum)ofthe uncertain variables.
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Non-probabilistic Interval Analysis Approach produced higher
bounds (when uncertain variables are six) on the flutter speed
comparedwith probabilistic Interval Analysis approach, whereas
interestingly the PCE and probabilistic Interval Analysis
approaches produced approximately the similar results. The
main reason is that both approaches are based on the probability
theory.
The PCE approachis also applied for the first time to determine
a probabilistic FRF model. PCE models are developed for the
modal parameters determined from curve-fitting FRFs obtained
from a Finite Element model using a Latin Hypercube technique
to define the test cases. The individual probabilistic frequency,
damping ratio and complex amplitude PCE models are then
combined to define the probabilistic FRF-PCE model. This
methodologyis illustrated on a simple cantilever beam example
and with variations in Young’s modulus and also anaircraft
composite wing FE model in which the longitudinal and shear
modulus are allowed to vary. For considered case, the PDF
estimates using the PCE approach for the modal parameters, and
also the overall FRF scatter bounds, compare well with those
obtained from extensive Monte Carlo simulations even though
the PCE based model is much more computationally efficient.
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Uncertain Variable Polynomials Support
Continuous Gaussian Hermite -00, +00
Gamma Laguerre 0, +00
Beta Jacobi [a,b]
Uniform Lagendre [a,b]
Discrete Poisson Charlier 11,2 ox)
Binomial Krawtchock {0,1,2...N}
Negative Binomial Meixner {0,1,2...N}
Hypergeometric Hahn {0,1,2...N}
Table 5.1: Types of PDF andtheir corresponding Polynomials [46]
Samples fy B, By
Reg. |SAM REG. |SAM_ REG SAM
30 29.596 29.596 0.1983 0.1917 -0.002 -0.4931
40 29.596 29.596 0.1982 0.1936 -0.002 -0.3919
50 29.596 29.596 0.1987 0.1946 -0.0018 -0.2862
120 29.596 29.596 0.1987 0.1970 0.0021 -0.1227
Table 5.2: Convergence Study of PCE-Reg. and PCE-SAM {f;}
  
Bo B B, ps By 2
1° Order PCE 29.596 0.1990 0.1990
2™Order PCE 29.596 0.1986 -0.0019 0.1986
3" Order PCE 29.596 0.1989 -0.0013 0.0007 0.1989
4" Order PCE 29.596 0.1986 -0.0017 0.0005 -0.0002 0.1986
MCS 29.596 0.1987      
Table 5.3: f, coefficients by various order of PCE models (for the
flutter asspeed) and MCSresults
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By B, B, B; B, |»
1 Order PCE 7.2368 -0.0031 -- -- -- 0.0031
2™ Order PCE 7.2368 -0.0031 0.00 -- = 0.0031
3 Order PCE 7.2368 -0.0031 0.00 |-0.00 -- 0.0031
4" Order PCE 7.2368 -0.0031 0.00 |-0.00 0.00 0.0031
MCS 7.2368 -- = =. > 0.0031
Table 5.4: £, coefficients by various order of PCE models (for RBM)
and MCSresults
 
 
Mean Flutter Speed(w) Standard Deviation(o)
(m/sec) (m/sec)
2™ Order PCE 169.6664 1.8824
MCS 169.6654 1.8494   Table 5.5: Mean flutter speed and standard deviation of aircraft
composite wing by PCE and MCSapproaches
 
  
Parameter( Dimension) Upper Value Lower Value Mean
Upper Wingskin(ft) 0.017825 0.013175 0.0155
Lower Wing Skin(ft) 0.017825 0.013175 0.0155
Leading Edge Spar(ft) 0.00069 0.00051 0.0006
Trailing Edge Spar(ft) 0.00069 0.00051 0.0006
Leading Edge Spar 0.04784 0.03536 0.0416
Caps(ft’)
Trailing Edge Spar 0.17204 0.12716 0.1496
Caps(ft’)
Centre Spar Cap(ft’) 0.04784 0.03536 0.0416    
Table 5.6: Structural Parameters mean and boundsof the Goland Wing
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B 1 Order} 1 Order 2" Order 3™ Order
Coefficient PCE- PCE- PCE PCE
SAM Regression
Bo 417.7892 417.7892 417.7883 417.7880
Bi 2.9137 2.9218 2.9017 2.9015
By 2.8681 2.8761 2.8999 2.9037
B3 4.0298 4.0410 4.0351 4.0353
Ba 4.3912 4.4035 4.4009 4.4040
Bs -0.4050 -0.4061 -0.3945 -0.3937
Bo -2.6996 -2.7072 -2.7238 -2.7231
Ba -0.5724 -0.5740 -0.5715 -0.5755
Bs -0.1255 -0.1279
Bo 0.0877 0.0912
Bio 0.0351 0.0405
Bir 0.0438 0.0442
Biz 0.0099 0.0090
Bi3 -0.0002 0.0025
Bia -0.0001 0.0040Bis -0.1245 -0.1260
Bis 0.0263 0.0311
Biz 0.0437 0.0495Bis 0.0093 0.0100
Bio -0.0027 -0.0019
B20 0.0029 -0.0014
Bar -0.0615 -0.0609B22 -0.0271 -0.0281
B23 -0.0217 -0.0235
Boa 0.0068 0.0086
Bos 0.0047 0.0048
Bx« -0.0497 -0.0502
B27 0.0037 0.0023
Bos -0.0421 -0.0444
Bx» -0.0344 -0.0329
B30 0.0007 0.0038
B31 0.0017 -0.0032
B32 0.0006 0.0031
B33 0.0364 0.0360
B34 0.0243 0.0303B35 0.0034 0.0057     Table 5.7: Beta Coefficients from PCE-Regression and PCE-SAM
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B Value B Value B Value
Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient
B36 0.0041 Br -0.0010 Bios -0.0018
B37 0.0027 B73 -0.0053 Bios 0.0045
B38 -0.0038 Bry -0.0002 Brito 0.0009
B39 -0.0024 B75 -0.0027 Bin 0.0029
Bao -0.0042 By. -0.0004 Biiz -0.0042
Bat -0.0048 B77 -0.0046 Bris 0.0015
Bap 0.0057 Br -0.0036 Bia 0.0008
B43 0.0044 Bro -0.0076 Bis 0.0035
Baa -0.0002 Bgo 0.0007 Bite -0.0010
Bas -0.0008 Bei -0.0013 Biz -0.0009
Ba6 -0.0074 Bgo -0.0021 Brig -0.0042
Baz 0.0073 Bg3 -0.0033
Bag 0.0027 Beg -0.0032
Bao -0.0017 Bgs -0.0046
B50 0.0047 Bg -0.0011
Bs1 0.0013 Bg7 0.0099
Bs2 -0.0001 Bg 0.0072
Bs3 0.0044 Bgo 0.0021
Bsa 0.0013 Boo 0.0004
Bss 0.0035 Boi 0.0017
Bs6 -0.0045 Bor 0.0042
Bs7 0.0018 Bo3 0.0055
Bsg 0.0063 Bos 0.0003
Bso 0.0017 Bos 0.0037
Boo 0.0022 Bow -0.0019
Bo -0.0016 Boz -0.0004
Bo2 0.0002 Bog 0.0041Bg3 0.0013 Boo -0.0035
Boa -0.0026 Broo -0.0003Bos -0.0022 Bio: 0.0030
Boo 0.0017 Broz 0.0007
Boz -0.0037 Bio3 -0.0057
Bos 0.0002 Bios -0.0002
Boo -0.0022 Bios 0.0003
B70 0.0030 Bios -0.0036
B71 0.0034 Broz -0.0013
Table 5.8: Remaining beta coefficients for 3" Order PCE
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Interval Analysis Approach
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Chapter 6
Robustness of Composite Wing Aeroelastic Design
6.1 Introduction
A design, which minimises the performance variation without
eliminating the uncertainty, is a robust design[59] and is often
insensitive to the small changes. Robust design approaches seek to
minimize the variation in the system performance about the mean
design point[60].
In this chapter, two approaches for robust design are presented; first
when PDF of response is available (for example from the PCE
approach) and in second case when only upper and lower boundsare
known(for example from non-probabilistic interval analysis approach).
6.2 Robust Design Criteria
6.2.1 Robust Design concept for PCE Approach
The efficient PCE approach to PDF generation in Chapter 5 can be used
for the robust design optimisation. Here, the concept of robustness is
used as a measure of safety ofthe structure in terms of the probability of
survival, i.e. some defined flutter speed or maximum root bending
momentnot being exceeded.
Consider the deterministic optimum design, a design that is obtained
either by maximising the flutter speed or minimising the root bending
momentor both. Such designs when incorporated with uncertainty (for
example, the longitudinal Young’s modulus) will then produce the PDF.
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Nowconsider the typical PDF plots for both flutter speed and maximum
root bending moment obtained by applying the PCE method to an
optimised deterministic design, as shown in Figure 6.1. For some
required design flutter speed Vp, the area to the left of this line contains
all the uncertain cases that give flutter. Similarly, for some required
design root bending moment Rp, the area to the right of this line
containsall the uncertain cases that give root-bending moment.
For a robust optimization, we need to find the design that gives the
largest area of PDF above the design flutter speed. The same approach
holds for gust response, except now we require maximising the area of
the PDFthat lies below somepre-defined design root bending moment.
A robust optimum design is not necessarily the one with the best flutter
speed, but the one with the largest PDF area to the right of the design
flutter speed or the largest PDF area to the left of the design root
bending moment. The “robust design” PDF is better than the “non-
robust design” PDF even though a significant proportion of the “non-
robust design” PDFlies aboveit.
16.2.2 Robust Design concept for Interval Analysis
Approach
The predicted bounds obtained using the interval analysis approach can
be utilised to explore the robust optimum design. Consider the typical
upper and lower bounds plots obtained by applying the Interval
Analysis Method to an optimised deterministic design, as shown in
Figure 6.2, in which A and points on these curves represent the lower
and upperflutter speed (in Figure 6.2). Here measure of failure for the
flutter speed can be assumed as
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Vp -Va
MOFhutter = Va < YD <Vp
B Va=1 Vz <Vpy (6.1)
=0 Vi >VY
in which Vp ,Va and Vx corresponds to some design, lower and upper
flutter speed respectively.
Similarly, the measure offailure for the root bending moment can be
 
written as
Rp -RMOF,,., =—2—2 RR, <R)>Rgust Ry -R, A D B
=] Rp >Ra (6.2)
=0 Rp >Rp
in which Rp ,Ra and Rg corresponds to some design, lower and upper
root bending momentrespectively. ,
6.3 Robust Design of the Composite Plate Wing
Model using PCE
In this section, the robust design of the composite wing plate model
using the PCE approach is demonstrated on the following two cases:
1. Flutter/Divergence only
2. Flutter and gust response
In each case both Deterministic and Robust designs are compared.
6.3.1 Optimal Deterministic Design for
Flutter/Divergence
A composite wing model 1 composed of six layers with lay-up
configuration of (6,/0,/6;), was considered as the case to illustrate how
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the PDFs generated from the PCE approach can be used for robust
optimisation.| The longitudinal Young’s modulus(£,), in-plane shear
modulus (G,,) and total thickness of laminate were all treated as
uncertain parameters. The coefficient of variation for the moduli was
0.1 and that for the thickness wasset as 0.02.
Initially, the wing lay-up orientation was optimised using PSO
assuming there was no uncertainty in the parameters, giving the
deterministic maximum flutter speed of 32.9 m/s, as shownin Table 6.1.
The optimum orientations were found to be [-34.16/48.5/21.0];. For
every application of PSO, eight particles in the swarm wereselected.
A 2" order probabilistic flutter model was then derived based upon
these orientations using thirty different test samples. PDF plots were
then generated from this flutter model by taking 100000 emulations.
Comparison with MCS (3375 simulations) is shown in Figure 6.3 and
once again there is good agreement. The MCS results were performed
to confirm the finding that there is a noticeable skewness to the PDF,
and Table 6.1 showsthat the mean of the probabilistic model is almost 2
m/s less than the deterministic optimum.
"6.3.2 Robust Optimisation including Uncertainty for
Flutter/Divergence
A robust optimisation was then performed for design flutter speeds of
28 and 32m/s. For each selected lay-up orientation, a PCE probabilistic
flutter model was generated using the above procedure, and then the
PDFcalculated using 100000 emulations. The area of the PDF less than
the design flutter speed was then minimised. Figure 6.4 showsa typical
convergence of the optimisation process, it can be seen that on the
initial runs, the entire PDF distribution is less (i.e. flutter occurs) than
the design flutter speed, however, after 10 iterations virtually all of the
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PDFdistribution is above (flutter free) the design flutter speed. Figure
6.3 shows the optimum robust design PDF for the 32 m/s case (for
which orientations were found to be [-33.62/47.82/ 67.9], and gave
flutter speed of 32.242 m/s without uncertainties in the parameters )and
it can be clearly seen how most of the area is above that of the
deterministic optimum PDF even though the meanvalueis less. For the
the design case considered, the robust design approach has roughly a
50% reduction in flutter cases compared to (see Table 6.2) the
deterministic optimum design.\
>
"6.3.3 Optimal Deterministic Design for
Flutter/Divergence and Gust Alleviation
The fibre placement requirement in the composite structures to increase
the flutter/divergence speed conflicts that used to attain maximum gust
alleviation (increased downwash). Consequently, if the wing is
optimised considering just one of these parameters, it is likely that the
performanceofthe other will be poor. Consider a multi-objective cost
function Q,,, that combines both requirements suchthat
Va R.,
Q, =min(we*——— +w «_) (6.3)det V S oR
max d
in which wr , We are weight factors whose sum equals unity, Va and
Vmax are the design and maximum flutter/divergence speed, and Rg and
Rmin are the design and minimum root bending moment. Setting either
of the weight factors to unity gives the cases where one ofthe objective
functions is inactive, and by setting the weightings for various values
between 0 and 1 leads to the determination of the Pareto Frontier[80]
that defines the best multi-objective flutter speed and root bending
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momentsolution for different weight factors. These different weightings
allow different emphasis to be made on the optimisation.
The baseline wind tunnel rectangular composite wing model 2 of 10
layers with three orientation variables i.e.(0, /(8>), /(95 )o). is considered
(for the material properties see Table 6.3). The longitudinal Young’s
modulus (E,) was treated as the uncertain parameter with a coefficient
of variation of 0.05.
PSO was employed to the PCE-Model one with 20 particles in each
loop and a maximum total of 50 iterations conducted, in order to
optimise the lay-up for each set of weighting values. Maximum flutter
speeds and bending momentsfor different weighting values are given in
Table 6.4 and the points making up the Pareto Optimal Curve are shown
in Figure 6.5. As might be expected, the maximum instability speed is
obtained when the gust constraint is inactive, and the minimum root
bending moment obtained when the flutter constraint is inactive. Note
that the instability speed drops significantly when only the gust
response is considered, in this case a divergence instability is found.
The ideal case would be whenflutter speed is 25.07 m/sec (which is
flutter only case) and RBM is 7.157 N.m (whichis the Gust only case).
Here an averageprinciple is applied which means that sum ofratio of
the flutter speed to the maximum flutter speed and the minimum RBM
value to the RBM value should be close to 2( 2 value is the ideal case).
Such ideal Pareto point is named as “Utopia point” in the literature[60].
Based onthis criterion, the wr = 0.1 wg = 0.9 case can be taken as the
optimum deterministic lay-up configuration.
Furthermore,it is interesting to note in Table 6.5 that the flutter speed is
23.827 m/sec for wr =0.9, 0.8, 0.7 and 0.6 even though these points
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correspondto a large spread oforientations 0, ,8, and @,. Forall these
wr Values, similar ratios of torsional stiffness (D6) to bending stiffness
(D1) ~0.33, and bend-torsionalstiffness (Dj.) to bending stiffness (Dj1)
~ -0.4, can be seen leading to the sameflutter speed.
6.3.4 Robust Optimisation including Uncertainty—
Generation of Robust Pareto Curves
The PCE-model one was considered as the case to illustrate how the
PDFs generated from the PCE approach can be used for robust
optimisation. The cost function was taken as
=mi * *robust min(W¢ AtWg B) (6.4)
in which wy, Wg are again weight factors whose sum must be one, a is
the probability of failure for flutter/divergence against given some given
design speed and Bis the probability of failure for the root bending
moment against some given design root bending moment, using the
criteria defined in Figure 6.1. A robust optimisation was then performed
in which the area of the PDF smaller than the design flutter speed, and
the area of the PDF greater than the root bending moment, were
minimised. 15 samples for E, were taken to define the PCE model for
each set of orientations and then the PDFs for flutter speed and gust
response calculated using 100000 emulations. 10 particles were used for
each iteration of the PSO optimization and 50 iterations in total were
taken. This process was then repeated for different wy and wy,
combinations for design flutter speeds and root bending moments of
(25m/s, 7.255Nm — Example 1a) and (24.4m/s, 7.25Nm — example 1b). ,
Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 shows the PDFs obtained for the optimised
deterministic and robust designs (best Pareto point) for these two severe
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design cases. Note how the robust optimum PDFs have a skewed
distribution that is beneficial for meeting the defined cost function. The
probability of failure due to flutter/divergence and gusts are shown in
Table 6.6and Table 6.7. Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 show how the
probability of failure due to flutter (example 1a) lowered from 68 % to
47.5 % and probability of failure due to gust root bending moment from
29% to 2.6 %. Similarly, Table 6.7 shows how the probability of failure
due to flutter (example 1b) lowered from 29 % to 19 % and probability
of failure due to gust root bending moment from 81% to 3 %. The
Robust Pareto points for both design cases shown in Figure 6.8 show
the best Pareto points, here defined as the sum of the two failure
probabilities.
6.4 Robust Design of the Composite Plate Wing
Modelusing Interval Analysis
In this section, the robust design of the composite wing plate model
using the Interval Analysis approach is demonstrated on the following
two cases:
1. Flutter/Divergence only
2. Flutter and gust response
A baseline composite wing 2 of 12 layers with three theta variables
i.e. ((,), /(®2), /(93)5). is considered for both the said cases. The
longitudinal Young’s modulus (E,) was treated as uncertain parameter
and for flutter only case it has bound of [92.12-103.88 GPa] whereas for
flutter and gust case it has boundof [93.3-102.7 GPa].
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6.4.1 Optimal Deterministic and Robust Design for
Flutter/Divergence
Initially, the wing lay-up orientation was optimised using PSO
assuming there was no uncertainty in the parameters, giving the
deterministic maximum flutter speed of 34.893 m/s as shown in Table
6.9 ( in this table an optimum design(flutter only case) is one when the
gust constraint was inactive). The optimum orientations were found to
be [(-20.4084)2/(39.002)2/(33.3321)2|;, For every application of PSO, 20
particles in the swarm wereselected.
A robust optimisation was then performed, for the design flutter speed
of 34 m/s, by including uncertainty in longitudinal Young’s modulus.
For each selected lay-up orientation in PSO, minimum and maximum
flutter speeds were calculated and then utilized in the equation(6.1) to
predict the possibility of failure. The robust orientations were found to
be [(-20.200)2/(39.6245)s/(43.642)o]s,
The measure of failure for the robust optimum design is 1.5% whereas
for the deterministic optimum design 65% (quite large value compared
with deterministic design). Plots of the real part of eigenvalue against
speed for the deterministic and robust designs are shown in Figure 6.9
and Figure 6.10 respectively. Note the deterministic optimum design,
due to uncertainty in Young’s modulus, showed mode switching
phenomenon.
The determinstic optimum design has higher deterministic flutter speed
(34.893 m/sec) compared with the robust optimum design (34.585
m/sec). It means that robust design is not necessarily the one, which has
higher deterministic flutter speed but is the one, whichis least sensitive
to uncertainties.
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Note at lower speed, the uncertainty has no effect on the upper and
lower curves of the real part of eigenvalues and this effect become
prominentat higher speed.
——
6.4.2 Deterministic Optimal Design- Generation of
Pareto Frontier Optimal Curve
As mentioned in the section 6.3.3, if the wing is optimised just one of
the parameter (flutter), it is likely that performance of the other (gust
alleviation) will be poor. For such categories of the optimisation
problems, a multi-objective cost function Qack that combines both
requirements can be defined as
V R..det = min(wf* oewet) (6.5)
Vinax Rg
 
in which wr, We are weight factors, the sum of both must be one, Va and
Vmax are design and maximum flutter/divergence speed and Rg and Rmin
are design and minimum root bending moment.
PSO is employed with 20 particles in each loop and a maximumtotal of
50 simulations conducted, in order to optimise the lay-up for each set of
weighting values. Maximum flutter speeds and bending moments for
different weighting values are given in Table 6.9 and points making up
the Pareto Optimal Curve are shown in Figure 6.11. As might be
expected, the maximum instability speed is obtained when the gust
constraint is inactive, and the minimum root bending momentobtained
when the flutter constraint is inactive. Note that the instability speed
drops significantly when only the gust response is considered, in this
case a divergenceinstability is found.
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The ideal case for the deterministic optimum design would be when the
flutter speed is 34.893 m/sec (whichis flutter only case) and the RBM is
7.0202 N.m (which is the Gust only case). Such ideal Pareto point is
named as “Utopia point”in the literature[60]. Here following averaging
principle is applied to obtain the Pareto optimal point
Vy RBM,f + min
_
9 (6.6)
Yces RBM
 
where V, and /,,,,, iS flutter speed and the maximum flutter speed and
RBM and RBM,,., is root bending moment and the minimum root
bending momentfor the entire weightings values between 0 and | at the
particular design constraints. Ideally, the right hand side of the
expression (6.6) should be equal to 2. Following the above rule, w=1.0,
0.7 and 0.2 have samevalues upto three decimal places (1.973) and any
one from these three points can be taken as a Pareto optimal point. In
the present study, ws=0.2 is assumedas an optimal Pareto point. ,
_
6.4.3 Robust Optimisation including Uncertainty—
Generation of Robust Pareto Curves
The cost function employedis as follows
Q = min(wf * POFputter +wg = POFaust ) (6.7)robust
in which wy , Wg are weight factors, the sum of both must be one,
POFputter iS probability of failure for flutter/divergence against given
design speed and POF,,,is probability of failure for root bending
moment against given design root bending moment. A_ robust
optimisation was then performed, with a total of 50 iterations (and in
each iteration 20 particles were taken), by varying wy and wg for the
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design speed of 34m/sec and the root bending moment of 7.20N.m. For
each selected lay-up orientation, upper and lower boundsfor all modes
and then measure of failure were computed and are given in Table 6.10.
The Robust Pareto points are shown in Figure 6.12 show the best Pareto
points, here defined as the sum of the two measureof failure.
Similarly, Table 6.11 shows how the measure of failure due to flutter
lowered from 67 % to 24 % and measure of failure due to gust root
bending moment from 85% to 19 %.
Further analysis of the deterministic optimum design shows its
sensitivity towards the uncertainties of the longitudinal Young’s
modulus. Note the occurrence of the mode-switching phenomenon in
the Figure 6.13.
Similarly, the design with w=0.7 and w.=0.3 is also checked and the
mode switching phenomenonis noticed and hence, making it sensitive
to the uncertainty of the Longitudinal Young’s modulus (see Figure
6.14).
The plot of real part of eigenvalue for the robust design is shown in
Figure 6.15, and no mode switching is noticed. The deterministic flutter
speed of the robust optimum is 34.255 m/sec, which is lower than the
deterministic speed of the deterministic optimum design (34.849 m/sec).
It shows that the robust design is not necessarily the one, which has
larger flutter speed compared with the deterministic optimum design,
but must be the design, which is least sensitive to the uncertainty.
Such an approach could arguably be employed for aircraft certification
and not just for composite designs. Currently, a design flutter boundary
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is specified which must be demonstrated by flight test, however, a
flutter free safety margin (typically 15%) must also be validated using
extrapolation of flight test results [91] and the worst case bending
moments obtained from a range of different gust cases. For a
probabilistic approach, the PDFs due to uncertainties (including flight
condition) would need to be shownto be above the design flutter speed
rather than simply defining a safety margin, and a similar approach
taken for the gust response. Airworthiness is still a long way from
considering such an approach, however, with increasingly efficient
structural designs, the influence of uncertainties on flutter boundaries
will have to be taken into account sometime in the future.
6.5 Conclusions
1. The PCE and Interval Analysis (IA) approaches are applied
sucessfully to predict the robust optimum designs for the single
and multi-objective aeroelastic design problems.
2. The robustness of the composite wing model in terms of the
flutter speed and root bending moment was considered, and a
robust design approach incorporating uncertainties was proposed
making use of the efficient PDF generation process. It was
shown that a better probabilistic design can be achieved
comparedto simply taking the best deterministic design solution.
3, The upper and lower bounds obtained from the IA approach are
utilized for the robust optimum design prediction. It has been
shownthat the robust design is not necessarily the one which has
higher flutter speed compared with the deterministic optimum
design, but must be the design, which is least sensitive to the
uncertainty.
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4. At the lower speed values, the upper and lower bound curves of
real part of eigenvalues are minimally affected by uncertainty.
Such affects may becomeprofound closer to flutter as noted in
the present studied examples.
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Flutter Speed
(m/s)
Deterministic Optimisation Flutter Speed 32.90
Mean of Monte Carlo Simulations Applied to 31.15
Deterministic Optimum
Mean of PCE Applied to Deterministic Optimum 31.17
Mean of PCE Applied to Robust Optimum 32.10 
Table 6.1: Flutter Speeds for Different Approaches
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 Design Flutter Speed Deterministic Optimum Robust Optimum
 32 m/sec  0. 6533  0.4845
Table 6.2: Probability of Failure- Flutter/Divergence only
  
E, GPa E,GPa Gy GPa vi Density
kg/m?
98 7.9 5.6 0.28 1520     
Table 6.3: Material Properties Used in presentcases.
 
  
We We Flutter/Div. Root Bending 0, 0, 0;
Speed Moment (*%) (°) (°)
(m/sec) (N.m)
1.0 0.0 25.0700 7.2820 -42.3737 47.9617 -44.1302
09 0.1 23.8270 7.4017 -23.5154 -35.3039 47.5169
0.8 0.2 23.8270 7.4032 -24.3086 -34.3355 47.0356
0.7 0.3 23.8270 7.3993 -34.9408 -22.5529 45.6406
0.6 0.4 23.8270 7.4031 -33.1148 -24.5205 45.2736
0.5 0.5 24.6630 7.2635 -45.3499 43.5452 -20.1395
0.4 0.6 24.5640 7.2556 43.524 -45.4133 -12.8175
0.3. 0.7 24.5970 7.2679 -43.5281 44.8467 -13.4601
0.2 0.8 23.8600 7.3018 -38.6938 1.5951 55.6069
0.1 0.9 24.7290 7.2531 -45.7300 40.0767 -45.7167
0.03 0.97 23.5410 7.2198 31.1043 -36.5689 30.9572
0.02 0.98 23.222 7.2214 -38.6602 29.0288 28.3559
0.01 0.99 22.0560 7.2094 24.5041 -35.9390 24.3028
0.0 1.0 13.29 7.157 18.4704 1.6351 -62.4714       Table 6.4: Results of Deterministic Pareto Curve for PCE example
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Wr Wy Diy Die Deo Doo; Dir Die, Diy
(N.m) (N.m) ( N.m)
0.9 0.0 12.1184 -4.8096 4.0137 0.331 -0.397
0.8 0.2 12.1513 -4.8628 4.0286 0.331 -0.400
0.7 0.3 12.1918 -4.7651 3.9964 0.328 -0.391
0.6 0.4 12.2265 -4.8848 4.0329 0.33 -0.40
Table 6.5: Stiffness terms for Optimum Design
Wr We Probability of Probability of 0; 05 03
failure for failure for Root (°) (°) (°)
Flutter/Div. Bending
Speed Moment
1.0 0.0 0.4320 0.9228 -44.9057 44.6058 43.6562
0.94 0.06 0.4488 0.1322 -46.1729 42.6892 41.6163
0.93 0.07 0.4489 1.00 -42.8459 47.2415 -42.9535
0.92 0.08 0.4581 0.1545 -45.4179 42.5114 42.5165
0.91 0.09 0.4473 0.1811 -46.3069 42.7451 42.5165
0.9 0.1 0.4456 0.1964 -46.6026 43.1476 41.9994
0.8 0.2 0.4645 0.0458 -45.4093 41.7612 40.4985
0.7 0.3 0.5186 0.0384 -43.4647 41.1686 37.6573
0.6 0.4 0.4753 0.026 -45.0396 40.9335 42.5863
0.5 0.5 0.4870 0.0212 -44.9181 41.3812 38.0406
0.4 0.6 0.50 0.012 -44.6446 40.7416 39.5151
0.3 0.7 0.5374 0.0049 -44.0513 40.2991 36.9742
0.2 0.8 0.5058 0.0113 -44.5136 40.6856 39.1529
0.1 0.9 0.555 0.0041 -43.8885 39.2242 43.0712
0.0 1.0 1.00 0.00 -0.1804 22.4598 21.0108      Table 6.6: Pareto Points. Example la. Probability of failure for Va=25m/sec and
Rg=7.255N.m
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Wr Wy Probability of Probability of 0; 0, ©;
failure for failure for Root (°) (°) (°)
Flutter/Div. Bending
Speed Moment
1.0 0.0 0.1257 1.00 -44.6763 44.7538 45.7829
0.95 0.05 0.1333 1.00 -42.7783 46.9172 42.5027
0.9 0.1 0.1431 0.3876 -45.5041 42.2772 36.8100
0.85 0.15 0.1845 0.2041 -43.6924 39.7344 44.9365
0.8 0.2 0.9960 0.0016 -41.1930 29.0702 -44.3151
0.7 0.3 1.00 0.00 -13.8436 21.2166 25.4918
0.6 04 1.00 0.00 -4.7522 23.9674 30.0159
0.55 0.45 0.1943 0.032 -43.5662 39.6119 35.5990
0.5 0.5 0.3725 0.009 -42.2486 38.7858 25.9278
0.4 0.6 0.2586 0.019 -42.5242 38.1823 38.9942
0.3. 0.7. 0.223 0.039 -43.9076 40.2159 31.0037
0.25 0.75 0.266 0.029 -42.0308 38.5420 36.3310
0.2 0.8 1.00 0.00 -9.3498 22.7460 25.6460
0.1 0.9 1.00 0.00 2.0978 17.1528 32.3017
0.0 1.0 1.00 0.00 -5.800 23.412 25.9100      Table 6.7: Pareto Points. Example 1b. Probability of failure for Vg=24.4m/sec
and Rg=7.25N.m
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Design Design Probability of Probability
Speed Root failure against of failure
m/sec Bending Flutter/divergence against
Moment speed gust
N.m
Deterministic 25 7.255 0.6855 0.2922
Optimum 24.4 7.25 0.2957 0.8120
Robust Optimum 25 7.255 0.4753 0.026
Best Pareto Point 24.4 7.25 0.1943 0.032
Table 6.8: Probability of Failure
Wr We Flutter/Div. Root Bending 0, 65 03
Speed Moment (°) (°) (°)
(m/sec) (N.m)
1.0 0.0 34.8930 7.2112 -20.4084 39.0024 33.3321
0.9 0.1 34.7060 7.2195 -21.6988 37.0906 -16.8319
0.8 0.2 34.6840 7.2162 -20.0930 38.0668 -44.1519
0.7 0.3 34.8710 7.2103 -20.5468 36.1805 48.3433
0.6 0.4 34.6840 7.2154 -20.3420 36.9206 -39.6042
0.5 0.5 34.7830 7.2159 -21.4165 39.8181 10.2347
0.4 0.6 34.6950 7.2170 -20.2604 37.8735 -40.8794
0.3 0.7 34.6950 7.2175 -21.0158 36.3979 -29.4627
0.2 0.8 34.8490 7.2048 -20.3406 36.3164 32.202
0.1 0.9 34.5630 7.2062 -21.8435 33.6172 3.4577
0.05 0.95 31.0870 7.2170 -39.8332 38.9815 39.1573
0.02 0.98 24.1790 7.0974 15.7414 -28.1075 -18.9463
0.01 0.99 22.2100 7.0874 15.6521 -23.3485 13.8908
0.0 1.0 12.2220 7.0202 16.4276 16.4280 16.4279        Table 6.9: Results of Deterministic Pareto Curve-For Interval Analysis
Method
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Wr We MOFputter MOFrust 9; 9» 03
(°) (°) (°)
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 -8.5005 39.1642 26.2527
0.1 0.9 0.5119 0.0 -21.1438 27.9443 31.5643
0.2 0.8 1.0 0.0 -7.6565 9.6980 29.3213
0.3. 0.7 1.0 0.0 -11.2546 26.7896 10.2800
0.4 0.6 1.0 0.0 -16.0225 17.5030 40.2873
0.5 0.5 0.244 0.1864 -20.5017 30.8953 32.6836
0.6 0.4 1.0 0.0 -2.6322 19.9242 4.8372
0.7 0.3 1.0 0.0 -7.494 19.9217 42.2058
0.8 0.2 1.0 0.0 -6.0055 17.8585 1.4671
0.9 0.1 1.0 0.4790 -20.2357 33.8524 31.5521
1.0 0.0 0.0 1.00 -20.2501 41.1163 36.1406      Table 6.10: Results of Robust Pareto Data-Interval Analysis Approach
  
MOFhutter MOF,5
Deterministic Optimum Design 0.67 0.85
Robust Optimum Design 0.24 0.19  
Table 6.11: Measure of failure of Robust and Deterministic Design
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Chapter 7
Effect of Damage on Aeroelastic Response of Aircraft
Composite Wing
7.1 Introduction
Composite materials are being used increasingly in aerospace
structures; however, sources of uncertainty in such structures do exist
apart from the structural parameters, which include matrix cracking[2,
3], moisture absorption, fibre breakage caused by excessive loading or
fatigue. The aeroelastic behaviour(stability and response) for composite
wingsis sensitive to these damage uncertainties.
Before developing the probabilistic PCE model by including the
damage uncertainty, the deterministic approach is applied first to
analyse the effects of damage (with known value and locations) on the
aeroelastic stability and response of the composite wing.
In the Talreja approach, experimentally determined material
constants[2] were utilized to develop a damaged material model. In this
model, the longitudinal Young’s modulus was negligibly affected,
however, the transverse Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and shear
modulus were lowered significantly depending upon the crack density.
In the self-consistent approach, the damaged material model was
calculated for varying amounts of crack density. In this approach,
transverse Young’s and Shear moduli were largely affected, whereas
longitudinal Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio remained unaffected.
The fibre breakage phase wasalso incorporated in both the approaches.
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To simulate the fibre breakage phase, all of the material properties of
the corresponding layer were lowered almost to zero (very small values
were assumed to overcome the finite element analysis computational
difficulties).
In this chapter, the effect of damage on the flutter speed, gust response
due to ‘l-cosine’ discrete gust, static wing bending deflection and wing
twist at a particular flight condition are predicted and compared with an
undamaged case. A morerealistic full-scale aircraft FE wing model is
selected in this regard.
Ten Aeroelastic Response-Without Damage
Thefull-scale aircraft FE composite wing 4 is considered.
Teal. Flutter Analysis-Without Damage
Before performing a flutter analysis, the wind-off frequencies of the
composite wing were determined using NASTRAN 103 solver from
which bending, torsion and sway modesare identified. Here first eight
mode shapes with frequency values are shownin Figure 7.1 to Figure
7.8.
Once the mode shapes and their frequencies are identified and
established, the same structural wing model was coupled with the
aerodynamic model, which is defined via Doublet Lattice Method. The
PK method, a frequency matching technique, was adopted to find the
flutter speed and frequency using the NASTRAN145solver.
The flutter phenomenonis caused dueto the unfavourable interaction of
two modes, here the 2"! Bending and 1Torsion modes show such an
interaction as shownin Figure 7.9 and the 2"! Bending mode eventually
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became unstable (i.e. its damping value becomes zero) at 167.5 m/sec
with a frequency value of 18.6 Hz.
Tded Gust Response Due to “1-Cosine” Discrete Gust-
Without Damage
In this section, “l-cosine” discrete gust response is calculated against
some gust signal (see Figure 7.10a). The leading edgetip, trailing edge
tip deflection and root bending moment are calculated(see Figure
7.10b,c,d) by using the NASTRAN 146solver.
Teewd Static Deflection and Twist of Composite Wing-
Without Damage
The designed composite wing is assessed in terms of the leading and
trailing edge tip deflection and twist against a particular flight
condition. Following flight conditions are assumedin the present study:
Angle Of Attack= AOA= 2° ; Speed = 90 m/sec
Dynamic Pressure= 4.96 KN/m’?; Mach number =0.5
Other assumptions are that the pitching and lateral effects are zero.
NASTRAN 144 solver was utilized to determine static deflection and
twist of the wing.
The difference between the vertical deflection on leading edge and
trailing edge per chord gave a twist value of -1.94°. The negative sign
of the twist angle was due to moretrailing edge tip vertical deflection
compared with the leading edge. The deflection plot of corresponding
grid points are shownin Figure 7.11.
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7.3 Aeroelastic Response- With Damage
The effect of damage on an aeroelastic response is studied in this
section. Two damage models are utilized i.e. the Talreja and Self-
consistent Methods. In Aeroelastic behaviour, flutter speed, gust
response,static deflection and twist of the composite wing are predicted
by utilizing these damage models against various levels of damage
defined via following cases: 9
Case 1: Transverse Matrix Cracking with crack density of 0.1
Case 2: Transverse Matrix Cracking with crack density of 0.4
Case 3: Transverse Matrix Cracking with crack density of 0.4 and fibre
breakage at specified location.
Definition of the damage location and damaged layers
In the present study, the damage locations are assumed in top skin,
bottom skin, front spar and rear spar. One location is arbitrary selected
close to the root section of the wing to incorporate the fibre breakage
phase.
The front and rear spars of lay-up ((-45°)4), is replaced with ((-d°/d°/-
45°/-45°),), , where ‘d’ represents a layer of the same angle but with the
transverse matrix cracks. Similarly, the top and bottom skinsat the four
locations (two for each) are represented with ((-d°)2/(d°)3/d°)s, whereas
rest of the skin layers have no damage(See Figure 7.12).
The damaged layers properties are calculated by adopting the Talreja
and Self-consistent methods while the layer with the broken fibres has
material properties values equal to the order of le-9 of the undamaged
values.
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7.3.1 Flutter Analysis-With Damage
The Talreja damage modelis adopted first for all the three cases one by
one to predict the flutter speed of the wing. Reduced material properties
of a damaged layer for each crack density values are tabulated in Table
7.2 and summaryof the results is presented in Table 7.3 while effect of
the various damagelevels on the flutter speed is shownin Figure 7.13.
It is interesting to note that when the crack density is low (B=0.1) means
with less numbers of matrix cracks, the reduction in the flutter speed
was minimal whereaswith the crack density of 0.4 it became ~0.6% and
increased to approximately ~ 2% when the layers with broken fibres
were included.
The Self-consistent Model was now applied on the above cases. Here
again first step involves calculating the reduced material properties for
various levels of damage whichis tabulated in Table 7.4. A summary of
results for all these cases is presented in Table 7.5 whereas variation in
the flutter speed due to damage is shownin Figure 7.14.
Variation in the flutter speed values are approximately same compared
with the Talreja model predicted values.
These results are only valid for the studied damage level and location
defined in the present work. It is very much possible that results can
vary for the same damagelevel but with the changed locations.
7.3.2 Gust Response- With Damage
In order to predict the gust response, layers not only with the broken
fibres but also of the matrix cracks with a crack density of 0.4 were
included in the wing model. Leading andtrailing edge tip deflections
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and root bending moment were noted and it was foundthat the trailing
edge deflection was increased by ~1.0 %( 0.195m to 0.197m) and a very
minimal effects on the root bending moment was noted. Main reason is
that gust is a stiffness driven mechanism andfor this case, effects are
minimal(see Figure 7.15) and can be ignored.
Tedd Static Deflection and Twist of Wing- With
Damage
In order to predict the static deflection and twist of the wing, layers not
only with the broken fibres but also of the matrix cracks with a crack
density of 0.1 and 0.4 were included in the model. The Talreja and Self-
consistent Damage Models were adopted for the said cases and leading
edge,trailing edge tip deflection and wing twist were calculated against
flight conditions defined in the section 7.2.3. Results are presented in
Table 7.1 and it was found that the wing twist of -1.94° remained the
same for all the cases and can be concluded that effects on the twist
value due to the above said damage level and locations could be
ignored. To determine these values NASTRAN144solver wasutilized.
7.4 PCE approachfor boundsonflutter speed due to
structural and damage uncertainties
In this section, uncertainty in the crack density was treated as a
probabilistic manner along with the longitudinal modulus of the
composite wing. Crack density has a mean value of 0.275 with
coefficient of variation of 0.15 and E; has a mean value of 135 GPa
with coefficient of variation of 0.03. The damage locations were
assumed in the top skin, bottom skin, front spar and rear spar. One
location was arbitrary selected close to the root section of the wing to
incorporate the fibre breakage phase.
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The front and rear spars of lay-up ((-45°)4); was replaced with ((-d°/d°/-
45°/-45°),), , where ‘d’ represents a layer of the same angle but with the
transverse matrix cracks. Similarly, the top and bottom skins at the four
locations (two for each) are represented with ((-d°)2/(d°)3/d°),, whereas
rest of the skin layers have no damage(See Figure 7.12).
PDF obtained for both the cases (structural uncertainty only and
structural and damage uncertainty) are shown in Figure 7.16. There is
no considerable shape difference noted in both except that the PDF
corresponding to the structural and damage uncertainties shifts towards
the lowerflutter speed value and contribution of the damage uncertainty
to the PDF shapeis negligible for this wing design. Possible reason to
this result is that layers with the matrix cracks are assumed symmetric
in the layup configuration.
When cracked layers are asymmetric in the lay-up, the influence ofthe
cracks on the shape of the PDF and flutter speed value may be different
probably due to the coupling terms appearing in the structuralstiffness
matrix. PDF estimate approach defined in Chapter 6 may be applied to
such problemsto explore the feasibility of the damage tolerant designs.
75 Conclusions
1. In this chapter, two damage models i.e. the Talreja and two-
phase methods were applied by considering the transverse
matrix cracking and fibre breakage phasesto predict variation in
the aeroelastic stability and response of the aircraft composite
wing model. Flutter speed, gust response due a “1-cosine”
discrete gust and the static wing bending deflection and twist for
a flight condition was studied and presented. It was found that
transverse matrix cracks along with the layers with broken fibre
have a significant effect on the flutter speed (~ 2% reduction)
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whereas variation in the RBM andthestatic wing tip twist
values were negligible for the studied case. Reduction in the
flutter speed, a dynamic phenomenon, was largely due to the
variation of the interaction of modes caused bythe variation in
the damage uncertainties.
The Talreja and two-phase models predicted approximately the
same reduction value ofthe flutter speed.
The effect of damage on the wing twist and tip deflections,
which are produced from the static analysis at a particular flight
speed, were minimal because these are mainly a stiffness driven
static phenomenon and at a wing level, the stiffness reduction
due to the damage was very small. However, for a larger damage
scenario results may vary.
The PCE approach, by including damage uncertainties, can lead
to explore the feasibility of damagetolerant aeroelastic designs.
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Talreja Model Two-Phase Model
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
LE Tip 0.351 0.353 0.353 0.352 0.353 0.353
Deflection(m)
TE Tip 0.368 0.3701 0.370 0.369 0.370 0.370
Deflection(m)
Twist(~°) -1.94 |-1.94 -1.94 -1.94 -1.94 -1.94       Table 7.1: Static Deflection and twist of Composite Wing
 
     
  
Un-Damage Damage Damage
(B=0.1) (B=0.4)
E,(GPa) 136.5 135.9 135.4
E2(GPa) 10.0 9.56 6.62
VIZ 0.3 0.28 0.22
Gi2 (GPa) 4.8 4.8 4.8
Ply thickness(mm) 0.125 0.125 0.125
Density(Kg/m’) 1570 1570 1570
Table 7.2: Reduced Stiffness Properties at various Crack Densities by
Talreja Model
Without Casel Case 2 Case 3
Damage
Flutter Speed( m/sec) 167.53 167.42 166.57 164.43
Flutter Frequency (Hz) 18.60 18.59 18.46 18.34     Table 7.3: Flutter Speed of wing for various Cases (Talreja Method)
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Un-Damage Damage Damage
B=0.1 B=0.4
E\(GPa) 136.5 136.5 136.5
E2(GPa) 10.0 8.77 7.02
VIZ 0.3 0.3 0.3
Gj2 (GPa) 4.83 4.54 4.12
Ply thickness(mm) 0.125 0.125 0.125
Density(Kg/m”) 1570 1570 1570      Table 7.4: Reduced Material Properties at various Crack Density
levels($) by Two-phase Damage Model
Without Casel Case 2 Case 3
Damage
Flutter Speed( m/sec) 167.53 167.15 166.55 164.41
       Flutter Frequency (Hz) 18.60 18.54 18.45 18.33Table 7.5: Flutter Speed of wing with and without Damage for various
Cases
MSCPatran 2007 rl 27-May-09 12:32:09
Fringe: SC1:CASE1, Al Mode 1 : Freq. = 2.6044, Eigenvectors. Translational, Magnitude. (NON-LAYERED)
 
Figure 7.1: 1°' Bending Modeat 2.6 Hz
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Fringe: SC1:CASE1, Al:Mode 2 : Freq. = 12.69, Eigenvectors, Translational, Magnitude, (NON-LAYERED)
 
Figure 7.2: 2"! Bending modeat 12.69 Hz
MSCPatran 2007 11 27-May-09 12:32:31
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Figure 7.3: 1° Sway Mode at23.1 Hz
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Fringe: SC1:CASE1. Al ‘Mode 4 : Freq. = 31.826, Eigenvectors, Translational. Magnitude, (NON-LAYERED)
 
Figure 7.4: 3"! Bending Modeat 31.83 Hz
MSC.Patran 2007 r1 27-May-09 12:33:08
Fringe: SC1:CASE1, Al Mode 5 : Freq. = 50.961, Eigenvectors, Translational, Magnitude, (NON-LAYERED)
Figure 7.5: 1*' Torsion Mode at 50.96 Hz
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Fringe: SC1:CASE1, Al:Mode6 : Freq. = 57.853, Eigenvectors, Translational, Magnitude, (NON-LAYERED)Z
 
Figure 7.6: 4" Bending Dominant Mode at 57.85 Hz
MSC Patran 2007 11 27-May-09 12:34:12
Fringe: SC1:CASE1, Al-Mode 7 : Freq. = 85.188, Eigenvectors, Translational, Magnitude, (NON-LAYERED)2
Figure 7.7: 5"" Bending Dominant Modeat 85.19 Hz
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Fringe: SC1:CASE1, Al:Mode 8 Freq. = 106.78, Eigenvectors, Translational, Magnitude, (NON-LAYERED)
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Figure 7.8: 2" Torsion Dominant Modeat 106.78 Hz
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Figure 7.9: v-g and v-w plot to predict Flutter Speed and Frequency
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Transverse Matrix Cracks
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Transverse Matrix Cracks
Figure 7.12: Location definition of damage
Variation of Flutter Speed with Damage Size
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusions
The deterministic aeroelastic models for the flutter speed, divergence
speed, gust response due to 1-cosine discrete gust and a simplified aero-
servo-elastic model for the active control of the gust were derived for
the idealised composite wing model. Binary Genetic Algorithm and
Particle Swarm Optimisation approaches were integrated with the
aeroelastic modelto tailor the aeroelastic stability and response without
any uncertainty.
Two theoretical approaches applicable to the aeroelastic stability and
response of the composite structures with uncertainty in the structural
and damage parameters were then explored. The Polynomial Chaos
Expansion approach (with regression and statistically averaging
methods) was applied for the uncertainty quantification in the
aeroelastic stability and response. Similarly, the Interval Analysis
approach, when information of uncertainty is imprecise, was used to
determine the uncertainty quantification in the aeroelastic stability and
response.
These approaches were applied to the idealised composite wing model,
the Goland wing model and a more realistic full-scale aircraft FE
composite wing model, with an excellent agreement of the uncertainty
quantification of the aeroelastic stability and response compared with
the Monte Carlo Simulations being obtained.
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A new concept for the prediction of the robust optimum aeroelastic
design, for the single and multi-objective functions, based on PDF
estimates obtained from the PCE approach, was proposed and applied
successfully on the wind tunnel composite wing model.
A new concept for the prediction of the robust optimum aeroelastic
design for the single and multi-objective functions, based on upper and
lower bound curves of the real part of the eigenvalues, was proposed
and applied successfully on the wind tunnel composite wing model.
The effect of damage, due to matrix cracks of various amounts of crack
density and fibre breakage, on the aeroelastic stability of the full-scale
aircraft FE composite wing model, as well as gust response andstatic
wing deflection, were also explored. Significant reduction ofthe flutter
speed wasnoted due to the damage.
Such proabailistic and non-probabilistic approaches by including the
structural and damage uncertainties can be applied to the composite
aircraft design and certification process. While in the designing phase, a
least sensitive design (a robust optimum design) by including
uncertainties can be obtained by analysing the PDF estimates predicted
by the PCE approach or upper and lower bounds predicted by the
Interval Analysis approach. The performance of produced design by
adopting these approaches against some design speed is likely to be
better in terms of proabability or measure of failure compared with the
traditional deterministic design approaches, which are based on the
crisp values of structural paramaters.
Such an approach could arguably be employedfor aircraft certification
and not just for composite designs. Currently, a design flutter boundary
is specified which must be demonstrated by flight test, however, a
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flutter free safety margin (typically 15%) must also be validated using
extrapolation of flight test results and the worst case bending moments
obtained from a range of different gust cases. For a probabilistic
approach, the PDFs due to uncertainties (including flight condition)
would need to be shownto be above the design flutter speed rather than
simply defining a safety margin, and a similar approach taken for the
gust response. Similarly, for the non-probabilistic approach, the lower
bound of the flutter speed due to uncertainties (including flight
condition) needs to be shownto be above the design flutter speed.
A new concept of handling the matrix cracks in the probabilistic manner
wasproposed for the flutter speed PDF. This PCE based FE model can
allow the possibility of the damage tolerant designs to be explored.
Finally, the PCE approach was applied successfully to predict the
uncertain bounds of the FRF of a simple beam andfull-scale aircraft FE
composite models.
Future Work
A non-sample based Galerkin projection method may be explored to
predict the effects of uncertainties on the aeroelastic stability and
response. Such approach will require the formulation of system of
equations involving beta coefficients and some technique or approach
will then be required to find these coefficients. A robust design
approach withoututilizing the PDF estimates may then be explored.
In the robust design approach, the feasible design space should be
increased e.g. allowing for thickness and mass variation in the wing
panels. Such an increase in the size of feasible design space (to be
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explored) will be required for the large and complex aeroelastic
systems.
The weighted sum approach to generate Pareto points which show the
non-convex behaviour has been criticised in the literature, therefore,
other techniques such as NBI (Normal Boundary Intersection) may be
explored to generate smooth Pareto points for finding the best Pareto
solution.
Uncertainty in the position of the damage may be incorporated to
explore the damage-tolerant designs.
The PCEapproachfor the industrial aircraft model with large numberof
uncertain parameters needsto be exploredto find its limitations.
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Appendix A
Two-phase model- A composite ply with tranverse matrix
cracks
Two phase method is an approach which predicts the reduction in the
composite ply stiffness values due to presence of the tranverse matrix
cracks[3]. To explain this concept, consider an infinite fibrous media
with slit cracks assumedto bethe elliptical shape. Let ‘a’ and ‘b’ be the
major and minor semi-axesofthe ellipsoidal crack and let 7 be number
of these cracks per unit area of x-x2 plane.
Area ofoneellipsoidal crack =zab and
Area of 7 numberof cracks=znab (1)
Equation (1) can be simplified to
Area of 7 numberof cracks= PO (2)
where f is crack density parameter(=4a’y ) and 6 is aspect ratio ofthe
ellipsoidal crack (= By Now suppose that if cracks have length ‘2a’a
then £ is the average numbers of cracks in a square of side ‘2a’.
Alternatively, when cracks are located in a ply, then # measure average
distance between cracks and finally the distance for successive cracks
comesout to be (24 ). B value ranges from 0 to 1, in which 0 is for
non-existence of cracks.
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To predict the overall compliance and hencestiffness, the unidirectional
cracked composite layer is treated as an orthotropic homogeneoussolid
on a macro-scale for which the constitution equation of average stress-
strain is given by[3]
o6=Lé,eé= Mo (3)
in which L and arestiffness and compliance matrices of order 6x6
respectively and are given by[3]
L = L, — BL,AL° (4)M=M,+ fA
= | : : ;where # =—zf and Lo and Moare stiffness and compliance matrices
of un-cracked composites. The A matrix in (4), has only three
components and are expressed as[3]
 
MyM, -M33 (2 12Ay=M, (a)? +43”),
1/2Aug = (MyM; ) ’ (5)
2 _ag2yi2
Neg = ns M3;)(MM3; M;;) (a)+03)
M;;
where a, and a, are roots of following equation[3]
(,,M,, -M;3,)@ - {MMe +2(M,,M,, -M,,M,;)a+M,,M,, —M;, =0 (6)
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Ma2, Mag and Moe terms of the stiffness matrix [M] change (in this
approach) whereas others remain sameas that of un-cracked composite
layeri.e.
M,, =M;),,M,, =M),,M,; =M,;
M,, = M;,,M,, = M;,,M,, = Ms;
1/2 1/2
M = Mi, +BMay -M3)(S28) 7)33
M4, = Mi, +B(M,,Mo.) >
_ 1/2 5 \I/2 ae +g?
Mo = Mi + B(M,,M,,- M3) (M,.M,;-M,;) [ *
and from equation (6)
 
_ M,,M,,-M,Ga,=
M,M;; -M), (8)
a, +a, = M33M6 +2(M,,M,, —M,,M,,)
M,)M;; -M;,
and unknownthe shear compliance M44 can be obtained from equation
(7)
_ = 1/2
My = Mi, +4]BM, +(B°M3,+4MaM,.) | (9)
Equations(7) to (9) can be reduced to
x=M,M;; -M;;, xX) = My,M,, -M;,
y= MoM, Vy = MGM, (10)
p=M,M;, - Mj, q =2(M,,M,, -M,,M,,;)
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from which the following equation is formulated
1/2v=n+(2] (x-%)) (11)
and the solution of‘x’ is obtained from
a 1/2F(x) =x-X, -B3p'?x?” +(¥ +q)x— p\?x,x'?} =0
F(x.) (12)xX, =X -©" FG)
Once x; is obtained, we can then calculate the remaining entries of M
matrix (i.e. M22 and Mge) the inverse of which give us reducedstiffness
matrix of cracked composite layer.
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